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User Guide for WorkZone Process
2022.0
WorkZone Process is a process tool that is embedded in WorkZone. It is fully integrated
with WorkZone Client and WorkZone for Office, enabling you to work with your cases and
documents directly fromWorkZone.

FAQ

How do I start a submission process?

You can start either a new basis submission or extended submission process from either
Outlook or WorkZone Client.

See Start a basis submission process or Start an extended submission.

How do I start a hearing process?

You can start a new basis hearing process from Outlook or WorkZone Client.

See Start a basis hearing process.

How do I start a distribution process?

You can start a new distribution process from Outlook or WorkZone Client, if you have the
extended WorkZone Process package. See Start a distribution process.
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How do I view a document in a task?

See View or edit a document in a task.

I received a submission that I cannot answer. What do I do?

If you for some reason cannot respond to a submission, you can either skip the submission or
forward it. See Respond to a submission.

What is a phase process?

A phase process is a highly configurable type of process. This means that your organization
can define it in multiple ways. This help describes the standard features of phase processes.
Read more in About phase processes.

Advanced features

l Enable or disable document versioning

l Resending a task

l Work with actor sequences

l Work with delegates

Related product documentation

l WorkZone 365 User Guide

l WorkZone for Office User Guide

l WorkZone Process Administrator Guide

WorkZone links

l WorkZone support

l WorkZone website

l WorkZone portal
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What's New

New features in WorkZone Process 2022.0

Process deadline column in Task lists

The Process deadline column can now be displayed in the following task lists in dash-
boards:

l My open tasks

l My open and pending tasks

l My unit's open tasks

l My pending tasks

l My unit's pending tasks

The Process deadline column can also be displayed in task lists in WorkZone Process
Overview.

Note: The Process deadline column is not displayed by default and must be manu-
ally added to the displayed columns by the user.

Increased flexibility in Advanced Submissions

Users now have an increased flexibility when working with Advanced submissions. At any
time during the Advanced submission process, users can for parallel or sequential steps:

l Add new actors to an active or pending step

l Remove existing actors from an active or pending step

l Reorder the sequence of actors within an active or pending step by using the
mouse (drag-and-drop operations)

l Add new steps to the current submission

l Rename any step in the current submission
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l Remove any pending steps in the current submission.

l Reorder any step in the submission by using the mouse (drag-and-drop operations).
Other steps cannot be placed before the initial step 1, however the initial step 1 can
be removed. Once the initial step 1 has been removed, you can freely re-order any
step, including the current first step.

When a step or actor is edited, user and task lists are automatically updated. Tasks that are
no longer relevant are displayed as obsolete in the Process log. Affected users will also be
notified of the changes unless notification settings in WorkZone have been configured to sup-
press notifications.

New document filter in Advanced submissions

A new document filter called Documents in hierarchy has been introduced to the Advanced
submissions form. With the new filter, users can add any document that is attached to any
sub-case within the case hierarchy of the main case of the submission. All documents in the
case hierarchy (parent as well as child cases) will be displayed in the list and can be selec-
ted.

Update task deadlines

The deadline of an active or pending step can be updated or removed. Assigning deadlines
that occur in the past or that occur before the previous step's deadlines is not possible. Like-
wise, assigning a process deadline that occurs before any deadline defined on the individual
process steps is not possible.

If the deadline for a task is removed, the process deadline will be applied instead. If there is
no process deadline, the task deadline will empty.

Note: Updates to the advanced submissions process are applied to the current process
only. If the process is re-started, the values of the original advanced submission will be
applied instead of any updates made by users during the first run of the process.
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Adding the same actor to a parallel step

When adding an actor to a parallel step, it is only possible to add the actor once. Once the
actor is added, the list of possible actors will no longer contain the actor. On a sequential
step, the same actor can be added as many times as required.

Forwarding a task on a parallel step

When forwarding a task on a parallel step to another actor, actors with active tasks in the
step will not be displayed in the list of potential actors .

WorkZone Process 2021.3

No new features in this release.

WorkZone Process 2021.2

No new features in this release.

WorkZone Process 2021.1

New advanced submission process

The new advanced submission process allows you to combine sequential and parallel pro-
cess steps in a submission process. In addition to the overall process deadline, you can
specify separate deadlines for each of the process steps. Use this process to keep track of
the overall progress of a submission. See Start an advanced submission.

To ensure consistent processes across an organization, you can create and share tem-
plates for the advanced submission processes. A template consists of predefined process
steps, and possibly actor sequences. You create and maintain templates in WorkZone Cli-
ent. See Templates for advanced submissions.

The advanced submission process is part of the Extended process package and it
requires the STEPSUBMISSION access code.
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No new features in this release.

WorkZone Process 2020.3

No new features in this release.

WorkZone Process 2020.2

No new features in this release.

WorkZone Process 2020.1

Revised Document Title content control

The Document title content control has been revised to merge the name of the generated
PDF document in to letter. Previously, the name of the letter document was merged.

See The document title content control.

WorkZone Process 2020.0

See View smartmails when you do not have access to WorkZone.
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Submission (Extended) - Notify employees

As a process owner, you can now inform employees that are not actors in an extended sub-
mission process when actions are performed. For example, you can select who should
receive a notification email when the submission has been approved or rejected or the dead-
line is reached. In the Start Submission (Extended) dialog box, a new Notifications tab
allows you to select who should be informed and which actions they should be informed
about.
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See step 12 in Start an extended submission.
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SmartPost

Remerge of letter document if the recipient is changed

If you have selected a letter with merged recipient information in the Send SmartPost dialog
box and then select another recipient, the letter document will be remerged so that the recip-
ient information of the new recipients is merged in to the letter.

Letter date format in letters

The date format in letters now uses the date format which is defined in the letter date content
control.

Case activities

You can now see deadlines for individual activities in the activities preview pane in
WorkZone Client. Deadlines are calculated based on how the activity list is designed. For
example, when you execute an activity in an activity list, the deadlines of subsequent activ-
ities are calculated and shown in the pane.

See Deadlines in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

WorkZone Process 2019.3

New Processes tab in WorkZone Client

You can get an overview of processes on a case on the new Processes tab on the case
detail page. On this tab, you can now start and manage processes. You can:
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l Start a new process based on the current case or document.

l Export selected processes to Microsoft Excel.

l Open a selected process in a preview pane.

l Respond to tasks.

l Cancel a selected process.

l Refresh the tab to view the latest changes made by other users.

See Start a process fromWorkZone Client.

Processes overview

You can now view information about changes that have been made to the process.
Expand a process to see the changes.

See Edit process details.

Reorder user tasks

You can now reorder your tasks or the tasks of a user that you are a delegate for in the
order you want them to be handled. You can order tasks in WorkZone Client and
WorkZone Mobile.

See Reorder tasks.
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SmartPost

Doc2Mail is renamed to OneTooX

The name change is implemented in both the user interface and the documentation.

Case activities

As from this release, you start and manage case activities using a new Activities tab on the
case detail tab.

See What's new in WorkZone Client.

WorkZone Process 2019.2

SmartPost

Send attachments as separate documents

You can now send attachments as separate PDF documents in messages sent to e-Boks.
You can, for example, use this option if you know that the recipients will need to forward an
individual attachment to a 3rd party later.

If your organization has enabled this feature, you will see a Send attachments as separate
documents (only e-Boks) check box in the Send SmartPost dialog box.
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.

See step 11 in Start a SmartPost process.

Save received messages sent to subunits on specific cases

Unsolicited messages that are received in subunits' mailboxes in e-Boks are now auto-
matically saved on specific cases corresponding to the subunits.

See Receive messages from e-Boks.

WorkZone Process 2019.1
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Interact forms

The actions that WorkZone can perform based on data retrieved from Interact forms have
been extended. WorkZone can now perform the following actions:

l Update existing WorkZone cases.

l Add existing WorkZone contacts as parties on the case.

See Receive data from Interact forms.

SmartPost

Support for GDPR

The SmartPost process now supports the European Union's General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR). If your organization has configured SmartPost for GDPR support, you can
only select documents with document classifications that are allowed by your organization in
the Send SmartPost dialog box.

See GDPR classification.

Case content controls in standard letters and on cover pages

You can now use case content controls in standard letters and cover letters. Standard letters
and cover pages are saved on a template case but when the SmartPost message is gen-
erated, the content from the case you started the SmartPost process from is merged into the
case controls.

Case activities

l A new Update button in the Case activities pane, which updates the activity list to
make sure that the list reflects data changes.

l You can now select No filter in the View list in the Case activities pane. If you select
this filter, you will see all case activities including activities handled by the system.

See Case Activities package.
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WorkZone Process 2019.0

SmartPost

Error code and description in the history document

The Status column in the history document has been enhanced so that it now shows the
error code and the error description that is generated if a dispatch cannot be sent due to
errors.

For more information, see History document.

Document number

If a letter document contains a Document number content control, the merged PDF doc-
ument will show the document number of the merged PDF document and not the doc-
ument number of the original letter. For more information, see The document number
content control.
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Cancel button renamed to Reject

The Cancel button has been renamed to Reject in the approval smarttask.

If the case handler rejects a SmartPost message that you have sent for approval, you will as
the process owner receive a smarttask notification.

In the Processes overview, the Canceled state in the State column has also been renamed
to Rejected.

For more information, see Respond to a SmartPost task.
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Allowed documents

It is now possible to configure the SmartPost process to only make documents available in
the Send SmartPost dialog box that are allowed to send through SmartPost. Your organ-
ization may have restrictions on which documents are allowed to send. If your organization
has applied this configuration, it means that you can only see and select allowed doc-
uments when you click in the Letter and Attachments fields.

For more information, see Allowed documents.
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WorkZone Process 2018.2 SP1

SmartPost

The letter date in the PDF document and the Letter date field on the document detail page
will be updated with the preview or approval date of the SmartPost message before the mes-
sage is sent. See the steps 11 and 12 in the Start a SmartPost process topic.

You can use this feature if you want the letter date in the SmartPost message to show the pre-
view or the approval date of the SmartPost message instead of the date when the PDF doc-
ument was created and the SmartPost message was sent for approval.

Note: The SmartPost process must be configured to update the letter date at preview
and approval. By default, the letter date is not updated.

Create cases, documents, and contacts automatically based on data from
WorkZone Interact forms

Several actions in WorkZone can now be performed automatically based on information that
users have submitted using digital forms created with KMD WorkZone Interact. When users
submit information though a form, the following actions are performed automatically:

l Create new case with documents

l Create new contact

l Add a contact as a party on a case

See Receive data from Interact forms.

For more information about WorkZone Interact, please see KMD WorkZone Interact.

Updates and cancellations of F2 requisitions

The information in the updated F2 requisitions that WorkZone receives has changed but the
way that WorkZone handles updated F2 requisitions has not changed. Cancelled F2 requis-
itions are now handled in WorkZone. See Receive an F2 requisition.

For more information, see F2 integration in the WorkZone Process Administrator Guide.
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WorkZone Process 2018.2

SmartPost:

It is now possible to send SmartPost messages KMD Print Center for remote print using
KMD Doc2Mail. See About SmartPost messages and Start a SmartPost process.

WorkZone Process 2018.1

l You can change ownership of a process from the Processes overview. Use this
feature when, for example, the current process owner is no longer involved in the
process or perhaps is no longer employed by your organization.

See Take ownership of a process.

WorkZone Process 2018.01

l You can now use standard letters provided by your organization in a SmartPost
message. See Start a SmartPost process.

Note: The Standard letter option is only visible if your organization has
enabled the standard letter feature.
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l The Approval check box in the Send SmartPost dialog box may have been disabled
if your organization does not use the approval step in the SmartPost process.

WorkZone Process 2018.0

l The SmartPost history document has been improved to show more information
about the SmartPost dispatcher. See History document.

l Emails from a monitored mailbox that are not automatically saved on a case due to
errors in the emails or their attachments can now be moved to a specific sub-folder
for better overview of unsaved emails. See Receive emails from a monitored mail-
box.

l You can now expand or collapse the information section in a smarttask by clicking
See more/See less.

l F2 Integration - You can now see information on sender and copy recipients of a
requisition in the ministerial process descriptions and on the case that was created
by the F2 integration in WorkZone Client. See Receive an F2 requisition.

l Ministerial process improvements:

l The Approval phase is now named Submission and the Delivery phase is now
named Approval.
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l The Ministerial phase process deadline is now automatically suggested in
the Submission (Extended) form.

l The Ministerial phase process description is automatically suggested in the
Start Distribution (Extended) and Start Submission (Extended) forms.

l When the Distribution process is started as part of a Ministerial process, no
deadline is specified. In previous releases, the Distribution process was star-
ted with the same deadline as the Distribution phase.

l If there are more than 3 hours until the main deadline of the Ministerial pro-
cess, the Distribution phase deadline is automatically set to process start + 3
hours.

l The deadline of the Submission phase is now suggested to be at 12:00 2
days from the main deadline of the Ministerial phase process.

l If the Ministerial process deadline is in the past, no phase deadlines are set.
You can specify the deadlines manually.

See Agency package.

l Processes overview improvements:

l You can customize the Processes overview to display information that is rel-
evant for you. You can select which columns to see and change the order of
the columns, and then save the view so that you can easily access it again.
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See Customize the Processes Overview.

l You or a WorkZone system responsible can create customized lists based on
queries created in WorkZone QueryBuilder and display them in the Processes
overview. These lists can be shared with other users. See View my lists and
shared lists.

l You can now see who has canceled a process. Note that it does not apply to
phase processes.
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l Mailbox Monitor Service - Information about the sender is displayed in the Sent
from field on the document detail page in WorkZone Client.

WorkZone Process 2017 SP1

l A new SmartPost add-on package has been added. With the SmartPost package,
you can send messages from your organization to case parties in WorkZone,
such as citizens, authorities, or private companies, and you can receive replies to
messages from case parties in your organization's digital mailbox. The messages
are saved on cases in WorkZone. See WorkZone Process SmartPost package.

l You can use WorkZone Process to monitor your organization's inboxes and save
incoming emails automatically on a case. See Monitor mailboxes. The mailbox
monitor feature is part of the Basis Package.

l The Case Activities package is now in production. In the 2017 release, this pack-
age was released as a Beta version.

l Lists in the Processes overview have been changed.

Three new lists have been added: 

l Active on My Cases - Lists processes on my cases that are in pro-
gress.

l Active on My Unit's Cases - Lists processes on my units cases that
are in progress.

l Active with Me as an Actor - Lists processes in progress where you
are assigned as an actor.

See View a list.

l The F2 Integration now supports a function that allows updated requisitions to be
saved on existing cases. When an F2 requisition has been updated and resent,
the new requisition is saved on the existing case with the same requisition ID.
See Receive an F2 requisition.

l In the Start F2 Delivery dialog box, the Documents field now includes approved
documents from the latest closed Extended Submission process on the same
case.

l In the Start Submission (Extended) dialog box, the Supplementary documents
for Approval field now includes approved documents from the latest closed
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Extended Distribution process on the same case. See Start an extended sub-
mission.

l User tasks on the sub-processes in a phase process now include phase process
information. See View the progress of a phase process.

l Now you can add external documents from your local drive in a user task when you
open a task from the Processes Overview.

l Process history documents are now created using a WorkZone PDF template.

WorkZone Process 2017

New selector controls

The smart task layout has been updated to provide a more intuitive work experience and
make navigation easier and faster. The improvements include the following new selectors, fil-
ters, and indicators:

l The document search field now includes a folder icon that you can click when you
start a new process to add documents from a local drive or from a network drive.

l When in edit mode, you can filter for new elements or people such as documents or
approvers to add to the list.

l A counter icon indicates the number of associated elements or people such as doc-
uments or approvers.

l It is now clearly indicated that search starts after you have entered at least three char-
acters.

Approved documents in F2 replies

When an F2 delivery is opened, approved documents from the extended submission that was
most recently approved on the same case are now available for selection in the Documents
section. See Return input to F2.

Case activities

For this version, a Beta release of the Case Activities package will be available. Case activ-
ities is a task management feature that enables you to create workflows with activities that
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are connected by a set of rules. With case activities you can map the possible events in a
workflow and associate each event with a rule that calls for a certain action.
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Getting started
A key task in WorkZone Process is handling and tracking of information in a process.

Click to learn more:

Handle information in a process

You can start a new process from Outlook or fromWorkZone Client.

See Start a new process.

When a process is started, the owner of the process can add or remove documents attached
to the process or add or remove the actors involved.

See Manage documents and actors on a task.

View previous versions of a document

If your organization is working with versioning of documents, then you can enable or disable
versioning for individual documents. FromWorkZone for Office you can view and compare
document versions.

For more information about how to set up and work with document versioning, see Work with
document versions in the WorkZone for Office User Guide.

View and edit a document from a task

When you receive a task, you can click to open the document for viewing or editing.

See View or edit a document in a task.

Manage actors and access

Access

Whether or not you are able to see the contents of a document or make changes to the con-
tents is determined by the setup of access rights in WorkZone Client. This setup determines
who can read and write to documents and who can access cases and contacts.
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For more information about access rights, see About access rights in the WorkZone Client
User Guide.

Actors

Various roles are involved in the document process tasks such as the process owner and
the people who receive tasks.

See Work with tasks.

Process flows

You can start a process fromWorkZone Client or directly from Microsoft Outlook when you
receive information that you want to handle in, for example, a hearing, a submission, or a
distribution.

Processes in WorkZone Process are either parallel or sequential.

l The parallel flow: There is no particular order in which actors in a process should
respond. They can respond in parallel. A hearing is a parallel flow.

l The sequential flow: Actors in the process should respond in a fixed order one
after the other. A submission is a sequential flow.

Click to learn more about the process types:

Hearings

A hearing is based on a parallel flow and a hearing process is applied to for example
include a series of interested parties in a planning project to ensure that everyone get a
chance to provide feedback.

See About hearings.

Submissions

A submission is based on a sequential flow and the submission process type is available
with a basis and an extended set of options to navigate the flow.

See About submissions (basis) and About submissions (extended).
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Distributions

The purpose of a distribution process is to assign ownership of a case and find contributors.
The concept of sequential or parallel does not apply to distributions.

See About distributions.

Get an overview

The Processes overview provides a snapshot of the state of all ongoing and closed pro-
cesses. Processes are automatically documented, and you can use the Processes overview
to track the state of your own work tasks and work tasks in your organization.

For more information, see About the Process Views.
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About WorkZone Process
WorkZone Process allows you to manage WorkZone documents in a workflow, have your
work process documented automatically, and to track information.

Click to learn more:

Structure your tasks

Structure your tasks according to the type of work at hand. For example, if you want to
send out one or more documents in a submission, you can start a process of the type Sub-
mission. The process provide helps you set up the sequence in which the information
should be reviewed, by whom, and when the parties should provide feedback.

Work with processes from Outlook

Work with processes such as hearings, submissions, and distributions directly from
Outlook. For example, when you receive a document in an email, you can create or save
on a case and start a process directly from Outlook. The parties that you invite to provide
feedback or take ownership of the case will receive tasks via emails and you and the other
parties will get email notifications to remind you about due dates.

Track processes

Keep track of current and finalized processes from the Processes Overview. Use the filter
and search options to request information by, for example, case or actor or use a com-
bination of search options to track phases or other specific details of one or more pro-
cesses. You can access the overview from Outlook or by entering the following URL in
any of the supported browsers: http(s)://app/client/overview.

About process packages

WorkZone Process includes a number of process packages that correspond to typical work-
flows in an organization. With the default installation of WorkZone Process, you get a
WorkZone Process Basis package that includes a submission process and a hearing pro-
cess. In addition to this package, your organization may have other packages installed.
These packages are add-on packages:
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l Extended package

l Agency package

l SmartPost package

l Case Activities package

l F2 Integration package

Starting processes

Examples of processes are submissions, hearings, and distributions. If, for example, you want

to start a process from Outlook, click , and select a process type.

To start a process, add, for example, a deadline, documents and actors.

Click to learn more:

Process tasks from Outlook

When a process is started, actors receive tasks as smartask. A smarttask contains inform-
ation about the task at hand and you can view it fromWorkZone Client and as smartmail from
Outlook. From the task you can also view and navigate to the case and the case documents.

From Outlook, you can approve or reject a task so that you can process a case from start to
finish without leaving Outlook.
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The Processes overview

WorkZone Process provides a full overview of the process status from the Processes over-
view.

Processes and data are easy to manage in the Processes overview in the Process Views
folder which is located in the Outlook navigation pane.
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Tips for working in the user inter-
face

Enter dates and times

When you specify date and time, you can either type the information directly in the field or you
can select from a calendar.

Type date and time

l To specify, for example, January 1, 2017 at 10:15, you can use a standard format
such as 1/1-2017 10:15 or just type 01012017 10:15. To enter the date only, you can,
for example, use the format 01-01-2017 or just type 010117.

Select a date in the calendar

l Click the Calendar icon to select a date.

Finish entering date and time

l When you have entered a date, you can press Tab to leave the field and continue
with your task.

Adjust the time

l To adjust hours and minutes, place the cursor on the date information and use the up
and down arrows or the mouse wheel.
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About comments

When you respond to a task, you can add a comment on the task.

Respond conditionally or reject

To respond to a task with the options Conditional or Reject to, you must add a comment in
the Add comment field.

The comment fields

The text you write as a comment can include up to 3999 characters. If the text exceeds this
length you will be notified and you will not be able to process your task until the number of
characters is reduced.
The text field expands as you write. When you select a comment field on a task, the full con-
tents of the field is displayed.
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Starting processes
In Microsoft Outlook you can start a process based on incoming emails or you can start it from
a draft or an open case in the Cases & Documents folder. In WorkZone Client you start a pro-
cess on a case or on a document.

Before you can start a process in Outlook, you need to select an email or a case. An email
must be saved on an existing case, or you can create a new case. You can insert a process
deadline based on the deadline configuration.

See also Cancel a process.

Start a new process

You can start a new process from Microsoft Outlook, Word, Excel, or PowerPoint or from a
case or document in WorkZone Client.

When you start a process, you become the process owner.

Start a process from Outlook

Start a process from an email

1. Select an email in any of the folders except the Deleted and Drafts folders.

2. Unless you have already done so, save the email on a case. You can create a
new case for it or select an existing case. See Save an email on a case.

3. Click Process on the ribbon.

Note: If the email has been saved on multiple cases, then a list of these
cases is displayed. Select a case.
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4. Click on the type of process you want to start, for example, Submission
(Basis).

5. The Start Submission dialog box opens.

The case title is inserted automatically in the Submission of field (if you star-
ted a submission).

6. Optionally, select a process deadline.

7. Select documents. Click in the Documents field and select one or more doc-
uments from the list, for example, a case document and the saved email.

8. Select one or more approvers.

Click in the Approvers field and select from the list of contacts. You can
choose either persons or organizational units as actors or approvers. For a
person or an organizational unit to function as an actor or approver, the per-
son or organization must have an email address. Delegates can respond on
behalf of an actor or approver - see Work with delegates.

l You can rearrange the order of documents or approvers after you
select them, if needed, by pulling them up or down.

l You can start typing a name to narrow down the list.

9. Click Start.

The process is started.

10. Click OK.

Your process is now visible in the Processes overview - see About the Pro-
cesses Overview.
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Start a process from the Cases & Documents folder

1. Open the Cases & Documents folder.

2. Open a case folder and select a case.

3. Click Process on the ribbon.

4. Select a process type, for example, Submission (Basis).

The Start Submission dialog box opens.

5. Click Start.

Start a process from Word, Excel, or PowerPoint

Prerequisite: To start a process, the document must be saved on a case.
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You can start a process from a document. The process starts on a case where the doc-
ument is saved. By default, this document is added to the process.

1. Open a document, where from you want to start a process.

2. On the Home tab, click Process and select a process type that you need, for
example, Submission (Basis).

3. In the Start submission dialog box, fill in the fields. Fields differ depending on
the type of process you have selected.

4. Click Start and then OK.

Your process is now visible in the Processes overview. See About the Processes Over-
view.

Start a process from WorkZone Client

In WorkZone Client you can start a process based on a case or a document. See Work with
processes in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

Note: When you start a basis process, you should have at least one document on the
case. See, for example, Start a basis submission process or Start a basis hearing pro-
cess.

Start a process from the ribbon

1. Open the case or document in WorkZone Client.

2. Click Process in the ribbon.

3. Select a process type, for example, Submission (Basis).

The Start Submission dialog box opens.

4. Fill in the fields and click Start.
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Start a process from the Processes tab on a case detail page

1. Open a case in WorkZone Client.

2. Click the Processes tab in the case details. If the tab is not visible on the detail
page, you can add it. See Manage tabs in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

3. Click and select a process, for example, Submission (Basis).

The Start Submission dialog box opens.

4. Fill in the fields and click Start.

Work with active processes on the Processes tab

The Processes tab lists all active processes on the case. You can:

l Refresh the tab to view the latest changes made by other users.

l Export selected processes to Excel.

l Double-click a process to open it and see the tasks. You can click a task to view it or
respond to it if you are an actor.

l Cancel a selected process.

Get an overview of processes

When you have started a process, you can follow its progress in it in the Processes overview.
You can open the Processes overview in Outlook or in an Internet browser. See About the
Processes Overview.

Phase processes

About phase processes

A phase process is a highly configurable type of process. Your organization may have
defined phase processes differently from the examples provided in this user guide.
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Phases

A phase process can be divided into phases. The Phase column in the Processes over-
view shows which phase a process is in.

Phases are configurable and depend on your organization's setup.

A process can be in one of the following phases:

l Distribution

The phase where a process is assigned a case handler.

l Processing

The phase where a process is undergoing case handling by the selected act-
ors, for example, the department head.

l Submission

The phase where a process is reviewed by the approvers, for example, the min-
ister, and a decision is reached.

Start a phase process

You can start a new phase process from an email or the Cases & Documents folder in
Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. A phase process can, for example, be a paragraph 20
question.

1. Click Process and select a phase process type, for example, Paragraph 20
process. For more information on starting processes in general, see Start a
new process.

The Paragraph 20 question dialog box opens.

2. Type a title in the Title field.

3. Select a deadline in the Deadline field. The default duration is 6 working days,
but it may be defined differently in your organization.

4. Select an approval deadline in the Approval deadline field. This is the dead-
line for the approval phase, which has a default duration of 2 days from the
main deadline.
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5. Select a priority in the Priority field.

6. Type a description in the Description field.

7. Select who is responsible for the case. Click in the Case responsible field and
select a contact from the list.

8. Select documents to be used as reference. Click in the Reference documents
field and select one or more documents from the list.

9. Select contacts as contributors. Click in the Contributors field and select a con-
tact from the list.

10. Click Start. The process is started and is now visible in the Processes overview.

Phase processes in the Processes overview

When you expand a phase process, for example the Paragraph 20 question, the sub pro-
cesses are displayed, in this example a distribution process.

You double-click the sub process to view the tasks belonging to it in the Preview pane.

Tip: When you hover over each of the phase icons, you get a tool tip that displays the
duration, deadline, and information about completion of the process. In addition, if you
hover somewhere in the Phases column in the overview, a tool tip is displayed with
information about the current phase.

Move a process to another phase

If you manually want to show a phase change or move from a manually handled phase, you
can move a process to the previous or next phase.
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You can manually move any active process forward to the next phase or backward to the
previous phase in the Processes overview.

If you move a process forward to the next phase, associated sub processes and user tasks
(if any) are initiated.

If you move a process forward past the last phase of the process, the phase process com-
pletes, but any sub processes will still be running.

If you move back to the previous phase, associated sub processes and user tasks (if any)
are initiated.

Follow these steps to move a process back or forward.

1. Select an active phase process.

2. Right-click the process.

3. Select Move forward or Move back. The action you performed and the
changed status of the process is reflected in the State column.

If you want to refresh the entire process overview to see your changes, Refresh in the

ribbon.

Edit phase process details

You can change the details of a phase process such as the title, deadline, description, and
priority in the Processes overview.

1. Select the phase process which details you want to edit.

2. Click Edit in the ribbon.

3. In the Edit process dialog box, you can change the title, deadline, description,
and priority in the corresponding fields.

Change deadlines of phases

You can change the deadlines for the individual phases in the phase process.

1. In the Edit process dialog box, click the Phases tab.

2. Click in the field and select a date.
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View the progress of a phase process

When you open a task from the Processes overview, Outlook, or WorkZone Mobile, the fol-
lowing general information about the phase process is displayed:

l The process type

l A link to the case on which the process was started

l The phase process deadline.

You can click the deadline to open the Edit dialog box, if, for example, you want to change the
deadline. See Edit process details.

A phase bar displays the different phases in the phase process as well as the current status.

The progress bar displays the following information:

l Completed phases are marked with check marks and the titles are collapsed.

l Future phases are marked in light green and shown with the full titles.

l The current phase is marked in dark green.

l The phases are marked in green, yellow, or red according to deadline information.

l Each phase has a tool tip that shows the deadline of the current phase.

Save an email on a case

As part of starting a process based on an incoming email in Outlook, you need to save the
email and attached documents on a case. For more information, see Save Outlook items on
cases in the WorkZone for Office User Guide.

Note: The Process button is disabled until you have saved the email you have selected.
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1. Select or open the email that you want to start a process from.

2. On the Home tab, click Save item in the Case group.

3. Select a case in one of the following ways:

l Select one of your recent cases from the list.

l Click Search Case to search for a case.

l Click Create New Case to create a new case.

For more information, use the help links in the dialog boxes.

When you have selected a case, the Save Outlook Item dialog box is dis-
played. See Register information in the WorkZone for Office User Guide.

4. Select documents and add information on sender and recipient. For more
information, use the help links in the dialog box.

5. Click Save. Your email is saved on the case.

Tip:

l On the Outlook ribbon, the Process button is now enabled, allowing you to
start a process from Outlook - see Start a process from Outlook.

l Next time you open the saved email, the case information is displayed at
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the bottom.

Look up and add approvers

1. Click the Approvers field and start typing to display a list of approvers. The list
that is displayed is based on the three first characters that you enter.
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2. Click the name of the approver that you want to add.

3.

Note: Approvers that are available for a document or a case can be limited by the
access rights that are set up for documents and cases.

See also:

l For more information about access rights and the effect on actors in processes,
see Access rights in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

l For information on how to look up and add documents when you start a process,
see Look up and add documents.

l For information on lookups available when you work with tasks, see Manage doc-
uments and actors on a task.
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Look up and add documents

When you start a process, you can add documents that are stored on your local system. For
example, you can upload documents that you, when starting the process, realize should be
part of the case.

Add one or more documents to a process

1. Start a new process fromWorkZone Client or from Outlook.

2. In the Start [process] dialog box, click the folder icon .

3. In the Choose File to Upload dialog box, select the document or documents that
you want to upload, and click Start to start the process.

Document properties

The following properties are added to the documents that you add to a process.

Document type DOK, Document

State UÅ, Draft

Letter date <current date>

Actors available for a process

For WorkZone Process, access setup is defined by case and the access setup of the case
controls what actors are available for selection in a process. The setup for documents that are
associated with a case can also have an effect on actors.

For more information about access rights, see About access rights in the WorkZone Client
User Guide.
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Access rights to a process controlled by case

A process is always associated with a case and, as a default, any access limitations that
apply to a case will also apply to an associated process. So actors that are available for
selection in process workflows are the people who have access to the case. If people do
not appear for selection in a workflow, it is probably because they don't have access to the
case.

If, for example, a case has access codes to allow access for three people, only these three
people will be available for selection on any process that is based on the case.

Access rights to a process controlled by case Documents

When it comes to read and write access, documents are, by default, restricted by case
which means that documents inherit any access codes that are defined for the case.
However, you can define specific access codes for individual documents and thus dis-
regard the access codes of the case.

If, when starting a process, you add a document with restricted access rights and you
include one or more actors that do not have access rights to the document, you will not be
able to start the process.

Access rights controlled by organizational unit

When you create a case, the unit that you are associated with is by default set as the
responsible unit of the case.

l If you operate in an environment with a standard configuration of the application,
any new cases that you create will as a starting point not be restricted by access
codes and access is allowed regardless of what organizational unit people are
associated with.

l If you operate in an environment with a corporate configuration, any new cases
that you create will as a starting point be restricted by access codes that limit
access to people in your own corporate unit.

For information about access codes for corporate and standard configurations, see About
access codes in the WorkZone Client User Guide.
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Allow access to cases across organizational units in a corporate configuration
environment

In a corporate configuration environment, a process that is started on a case is as a default
restricted by access for members of the current unit. This means that only members of the cur-
rent unit will appear on drop-down lists for selection in workflows. To be able to select mem-
bers of other units as actors in workflows, your need to change the access rights of the
associated case. See Manage access rights. in the WorkZone Client User Guide.
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Phase processes

About phase processes

A phase process is a highly configurable type of process. Your organization may have
defined phase processes differently from the examples provided in this user guide.

Phases

A phase process can be divided into phases. The Phase column in the Processes over-
view shows which phase a process is in.

Phases are configurable and depend on your organization's setup.

A process can be in one of the following phases:

l Distribution

The phase where a process is assigned a case handler.

l Processing

The phase where a process is undergoing case handling by the selected act-
ors, for example, the department head.

l Submission

The phase where a process is reviewed by the approvers, for example, the min-
ister, and a decision is reached.

Start a phase process

You can start a new phase process from an email or the Cases & Documents folder in
Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. A phase process can, for example, be a paragraph 20
question.

1. Click Process and select a phase process type, for example, Paragraph 20
process. For more information on starting processes in general, see Start a
new process.
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The Paragraph 20 question dialog box opens.

2. Type a title in the Title field.

3. Select a deadline in the Deadline field. The default duration is 6 working days,
but it may be defined differently in your organization.

4. Select an approval deadline in the Approval deadline field. This is the deadline
for the approval phase, which has a default duration of 2 days from the main dead-
line.

5. Select a priority in the Priority field.

6. Type a description in the Description field.

7. Select who is responsible for the case. Click in the Case responsible field and
select a contact from the list.

8. Select documents to be used as reference. Click in the Reference documents
field and select one or more documents from the list.

9. Select contacts as contributors. Click in the Contributors field and select a con-
tact from the list.

10. Click Start. The process is started and is now visible in the Processes overview.

Phase processes in the Processes overview

When you expand a phase process, for example the Paragraph 20 question, the sub pro-
cesses are displayed, in this example a distribution process.

You double-click the sub process to view the tasks belonging to it in the Preview pane.

Tip: When you hover over each of the phase icons, you get a tool tip that displays the
duration, deadline, and information about completion of the process. In addition, if you
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hover somewhere in the Phases column in the overview, a tool tip is displayed with
information about the current phase.

Move a process to another phase

If you manually want to show a phase change or move from a manually handled phase,
you can move a process to the previous or next phase.

You can manually move any active process forward to the next phase or backward to the
previous phase in the Processes overview.

If you move a process forward to the next phase, associated sub processes and user tasks
(if any) are initiated.

If you move a process forward past the last phase of the process, the phase process com-
pletes, but any sub processes will still be running.

If you move back to the previous phase, associated sub processes and user tasks (if any)
are initiated.

Follow these steps to move a process back or forward.

1. Select an active phase process.

2. Right-click the process.

3. Select Move forward or Move back. The action you performed and the
changed status of the process is reflected in the State column.

If you want to refresh the entire process overview to see your changes, Refresh in the

ribbon.

Edit phase process details

You can change the details of a phase process such as the title, deadline, description, and
priority in the Processes overview.

1. Select the phase process which details you want to edit.

2. Click Edit in the ribbon.
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3. In the Edit process dialog box, you can change the title, deadline, description,
and priority in the corresponding fields.

Change deadlines of phases

You can change the deadlines for the individual phases in the phase process.

1. In the Edit process dialog box, click the Phases tab.

2. Click in the field and select a date.

View the progress of a phase process

When you open a task from the Processes overview, Outlook, or WorkZone Mobile, the fol-
lowing general information about the phase process is displayed:

l The process type

l A link to the case on which the process was started

l The phase process deadline.

You can click the deadline to open the Edit dialog box, if, for example, you want to change the
deadline. See Edit process details.

A phase bar displays the different phases in the phase process as well as the current status.

The progress bar displays the following information:

l Completed phases are marked with check marks and the titles are collapsed.

l Future phases are marked in light green and shown with the full titles.

l The current phase is marked in dark green.

l The phases are marked in green, yellow, or red according to deadline information.

l Each phase has a tool tip that shows the deadline of the current phase.
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The Processes Overview
The Processes Overview gives you an overview of the processes and tasks in your organ-
ization. You can customize the Processes Overview to fit your needs so that it shows
information about the processes and tasks you have an interest in.

About the Processes Overview

The Processes Overview gives you an overview of the process tasks in your organization.
You can access the Processes Overview in Microsoft Outlook and in an Internet browser.
You can, for example, open the Processes Overview in a browser on shared monitors to
monitor the overall progress of processes in your organization. You can customize the Pro-
cesses Overview to fit your needs so that it shows information about the processes and
tasks you have an interest in.

Open the Processes Overview

You can open the Processes Overview from Microsoft Outlook and in a browser.

l In Outlook, click Process Views in the navigation pane.

l In an internet browser, enter the URL: http(s)://host-
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name/app/client/overview.

View processes and tasks

When you open the Processes Overview, it displays the My active processes list, which
shows the processes that you have started. You can select other lists, for example, All active
processes or My unit's active processes depending on what you want to see. See View a list.

In the Processes Overview, you can view information about:

l Who the process awaits an action from.

l Case handler and responsible unit.

l Who is the process owner.

l When the process was started.

l The process deadline.

l Phases in phase processes.

You can select a process and click Preview to open it in the Preview pane where you

can view the details about the process, such as:

l Tasks and their order.

l The progression and deadline.

l The state of each task.

l Who has pending tasks.

You can keep the Preview pane open and switch between processes in the list to view the
details.
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Important: You can only view processes if you have access permissions to the
cases associated with the processes.

View process in formation

The Processes Overview shows default columns that are described below. You can add or
remove columns to make the overview match your information needs.

Column name Description

Title The process name.

Process The process type.

Pending The actor who has pending tasks.

Case Handler The employee who is responsible for handling the case.

Responsible unit The case handler's unit.

Process owner The employee who started the process.

Created The start date of the process.

Process closed The completion date of the process.

Deadline The process deadline.

Phases The progress of the phases in a phase process.
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In the Preview pane, includes the following columns:

Column name Description

Comment The actor's comment.

Type The task type.

State The state of the task.

Pending The actor who is pending the task.

Deadline The task deadline.

Process owner The employee who started the process.

View task information

If you open a task list, for example My open tasks, the default columns shown below are dis-
played. You can add or remove columns to make the overview match your information needs.

Column name Description

Case number The case number on which the process was started.

Title The process name.

Task type The task type.

Process type The process type.

Pending The actor who has pending tasks.

Deadline The task deadline

Process owner The employee who started the process.

You can customize the Processes Overview to show only the information relevant to you. See
Customize the Processes Overview.
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Icons in the Processes Overview

Icons Description

The process is in progress.

The process is completed.

The process is overdue.

An error has occurred. See tool tip for information on the type of error.
Failed processes are displayed in the Processes with errors and
warnings list.

Expand a process to see the errors that are associated with indi-
vidual user tasks. Error types on user tasks:

l No access - No more actors can access the process due to
the access restrictions on the case.

l Document(s) missing - One or more actors cannot access
the documents that are associated with the process.

l Email address is missing - An actor does not have an email
address.

If a process fails due to a series of errors, you see the error types:

l More errors - Errors occurred in a series of user tasks. A
WorkZone Process administrator needs to check the
Investigate failed processes in the workflow log in the
WorkZone Operations Guide.

l Process failed - A fatal error caused the process to stop. For
more information about known issues, see Troubleshooting.

An error has occurred due to a deviation from the expected process
behavior. This warning is shown if, for example, the case handler is
not associated with the case, a phase process could not be moved
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Icons Description

forward or back, or the state of the case could not be changed.

The process has been canceled.

The process has been completed after the deadline.

The process has been completed after the reminder date.

The process has reached the reminder date.

The task has been canceled.

The task is obsolete.

The task has high priority.

The task has high priority, and it is closed.

The task has low priority.

The task has low priority, and it is closed.

The phase process is in progress.

Information about the state of a task in a SmartPost process.
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About the Processes Overview

The Processes Overview gives you an overview of the process tasks in your organization.
You can access the Processes Overview in Microsoft Outlook and in an Internet browser.
You can, for example, open the Processes Overview in a browser on shared monitors to
monitor the overall progress of processes in your organization. You can customize the Pro-
cesses Overview to fit your needs so that it shows information about the processes and
tasks you have an interest in.

Open the Processes Overview

You can open the Processes Overview from Microsoft Outlook and in a browser.

l In Outlook, click Process Views in the navigation pane.

l In an internet browser, enter the URL: http(s)://host-
name/app/client/overview.
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View processes and tasks

When you open the Processes Overview, it displays the My active processes list, which
shows the processes that you have started. You can select other lists, for example, All active
processes or My unit's active processes depending on what you want to see. See View a list.

In the Processes Overview, you can view information about:

l Who the process awaits an action from.

l Case handler and responsible unit.

l Who is the process owner.

l When the process was started.

l The process deadline.

l Phases in phase processes.

You can select a process and click Preview to open it in the Preview pane where you

can view the details about the process, such as:

l Tasks and their order.

l The progression and deadline.

l The state of each task.

l Who has pending tasks.

You can keep the Preview pane open and switch between processes in the list to view the
details.
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Important: You can only view processes if you have access permissions to the
cases associated with the processes.

View process in formation

The Processes Overview shows default columns that are described below. You can add or
remove columns to make the overview match your information needs.

Column name Description

Title The process name.

Process The process type.

Pending The actor who has pending tasks.

Case Handler The employee who is responsible for handling the case.

Responsible unit The case handler's unit.

Process owner The employee who started the process.

Created The start date of the process.

Process closed The completion date of the process.

Deadline The process deadline.

Phases The progress of the phases in a phase process.

In the Preview pane, includes the following columns:

Column name Description

Comment The actor's comment.

Type The task type.

State The state of the task.

Pending The actor who is pending the task.

Deadline The task deadline.

Process owner The employee who started the process.
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View task information

If you open a task list, for example My open tasks, the default columns shown below are dis-
played. You can add or remove columns to make the overview match your information needs.

Column name Description

Case number The case number on which the process was started.

Title The process name.

Task type The task type.

Process type The process type.

Pending The actor who has pending tasks.

Deadline The task deadline

Process owner The employee who started the process.

You can customize the Processes Overview to show only the information relevant to you. See
Customize the Processes Overview.

Icons in the Processes Overview

Icons Description

The process is in progress.

The process is completed.

The process is overdue.

An error has occurred. See tool tip for information on the type of error.
Failed processes are displayed in the Processes with errors and warn-
ings list.

Expand a process to see the errors that are associated with individual
user tasks. Error types on user tasks:
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Icons Description

l No access - No more actors can access the process due to the
access restrictions on the case.

l Document(s) missing - One or more actors cannot access the
documents that are associated with the process.

l Email address is missing - An actor does not have an email
address.

If a process fails due to a series of errors, you see the error types:

l More errors - Errors occurred in a series of user tasks. A
WorkZone Process administrator needs to check the Investig-
ate failed processes in the workflow log in the WorkZone Oper-
ations Guide.

l Process failed - A fatal error caused the process to stop. For
more information about known issues, see Troubleshooting.

An error has occurred due to a deviation from the expected process
behavior. This warning is shown if, for example, the case handler is not
associated with the case, a phase process could not be moved forward
or back, or the state of the case could not be changed.

The process has been canceled.

The process has been completed after the deadline.

The process has been completed after the reminder date.

The process has reached the reminder date.

The task has been canceled.
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Icons Description

The task is obsolete.

The task has high priority.

The task has high priority, and it is closed.

The task has low priority.

The task has low priority, and it is closed.

The phase process is in progress.

Information about the state of a task in a SmartPost process.

Use the Processes Overview

View a list

In the Processes Overview, you can switch between different lists to get different overviews of
your organization's processes.

l To view a list, click it in the navigation pane of the Processes Overview.

Process lists

List name Description

My active Active processes with you as the pro-
cess owner.

Pending me Processes that await an action from you.
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List name Description

My unit's active Active processes with process owners
from your unit.

Pending my unit Processes that await actions from you or
your colleagues in your unit.

My completed and canceled (1 month) All completed and canceled processes
one month back with you as the process
owner.

My unit's completed and canceled (1 month) All completed and canceled processes
one month back with process owners
from your unit.

Errors and warnings Processes across your organization that
have failed due to errors and warnings
or tasks with errors and warnings. In the
last case, the process may still remain
active.

You can mouse over the error icon and
view a tool tip with information on the
type of error. See Error types.

Active with me as an actor Active processes where you have been
assigned as actor no matter who are
case handlers and process owners.

Active on my cases Active processes on cases with you as
the case handler.

Active on my unit's cases Active processes on cases with your unit
set as the responsible unit.

All active All active processes across your organ-
ization no matter who are case handlers
and process owners.

All completed and canceled (1 month) All completed and canceled processes
one month back across your organ-
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List name Description

ization no matter who are case handlers
and process owners.

Task lists

List name Description

My open tasks Tasks that await an action from you.

My coming tasks Tasks that await an action from you but
you cannot act on yet because other
actions precede your action. Tasks from
sequential workflows, for example sub-
mission processes, appear on this list.

My open and coming tasks All your tasks that await an action from
you. The list displays both the tasks that
are pending your action now and the
tasks that you will get but you cannot act
on them yet because other actions pre-
cede your actions. Tasks from sequen-
tial workflows, for example submission
processes, appear on this list.

My unit's open tasks Tasks that await actions from you or
other employees in your unit.

My unit's coming tasks Tasks that await actions from you or
your colleagues in your unit but you can-
not act on yet because other actions pre-
cede your actions. Tasks from
sequential workflows, for example sub-
mission processes, appear on this list.
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Note: You can also view processes and task lists in navigation pane of WorkZone Cli-
ent. You may need to add them to the navigation pane first.

View a process

1. In the Processes overview, click a list to open it, for example My active to get
an overview of your active processes.

2. Select a process and click Preview or double-click a process to open it in

the Preview pane. In the Preview pane, you can monitor the progress of the
tasks in the selected process.

3. In the Preview pane, click a task to open it and respond to it. See Different
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ways of working with tasks.

Tip: You can customize the Processes overview to show only the information relevant
to you. Click Column options to add or remove columns. See Customize the Processes
Overview.

Open a task from the Processes Overview

You can either open a task from a process list as described in step 3 above, or you can open
it directly from a task list.

1. In the Processes overview, click a list to open it, for example My open tasks.

2. Double-click a task to open it to view or respond to it.
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Open a task as a PDF document

You can open a task as a PDF document, if, for example, you want to print the task. The
PDF document contains a task cover page, attachments, and document references.

Prerequisite: You must be online to perform this action.

1. Open the Processes overview and dobbelt-click a process to open it in the Pre-
view pane.

2. Click a task, for example Approve Submission.

3. In the task, click to create a PDF version.

View my lists and shared lists

You can create your own lists based on queries that you make using WorkZone
QueryBuilder. When you save the queries in WorkZone QueryBuilder, the lists are shown
under My lists in the navigation pane in WorkZone Client. If you want to see your own lists
in the Processes Overview, you need to add them to the navigation pane first.

1. In the Processes Overview, click Configure navigation in the navigation

pane.

2. In the Available lists pane, double-click the lists under My lists that you want to
add to the navigation pane.
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If other users have shared lists with you, you will see these lists under Shared lists in the nav-
igation pane.

See Create and share lists in the WorkZone Process Administrator Guide for information
about creating your own lists.

Edit process details

You can change the details of a process such as the title, deadline, description, and priority.

1. Select the process that you want to edit.

2. Click Edit.
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3. In the Edit process dialog box, you can change the title, deadline, description,
and priority in the corresponding fields.

4. Click Save.

When you work on a task, you can also edit it. You can, for example, add a new document
or a new actor.

1. In the Preview pane, click the task that you want to edit.

2. In the Task dialog box, you can add or remove documents and actors.

3. Click SAVE and close the task.

In the Preview pane, you can view information about what changes have been made in the
Comment column.

In this example, actors have been added. The + next to Actors means that the list of actors
have been changed.

Cancel a process

You can cancel an active process in the process overview.

1. Open an active process using one of the lists that shows active processes, for
example My active. See View a list.
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2. Select the process you want to cancel.

3. Select Cancel. The process is no longer active, and can be viewed on the

Completed and canceled lists.

Restart a process

You can restart a process, for example if a process was canceled and you want to restart it, or
if a process has failed due to errors caused by the system, you can restart it once the issue
has been solved.

1. Navigate to a canceled process using one of the lists that shows completed and
canceled processes, for example My completed and canceled (1 month). See
View a list.

2. Select the process you want to restart.

3. Select Restart. The process is active again, and can be viewed on the dif-

ferent active processes lists.

Take ownership of a process

You can take over the ownership of a process, if, for example, the current process owner is no
longer involved in the process or perhaps is no longer employed by your organization.

Note: You can only take over the ownership of a process if you have access to the cur-
rent case.

l Select the process for which you want to take the ownership, and click Take

ownership.

If the previous owner is an active user, the user is notified by email that you have taken over
the process ownership. The email includes a link to the process.
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Customize the Processes Overview

You can customize the Processes Overview to display information that is relevant for you
and save the view so that you can easily access it again.

You can use one of the standard lists as your starting point, and then you can select
columns, order columns, and filter on columns. You can, for example, select the contacts
whose processes you want to follow, or perform free text searches.

The changes you make to the current view will be available next time you open the Pro-
cesses Overview. You can also save a customized view that you can later open from
Outlook.

This topic describes the various ways that you can customize a view.

Select columns

You can choose which columns you want to see in the overview.

1. Click the Columns options button.

2. Select or clear the check boxes next to the columns you want to add or remove
from the overview.

3. Click Apply.

Some columns in the Columns options dialog box are selected by default but you can
remove them from the overview.

Click Reset to reset to the default columns.

Change column order

You can drag a column and drop it at the desired location.

Use column filters

You can limit the number of processes that are displayed in the Processes overview by

using a column filter. You can filter on columns that have a filter icon.
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1. Click the filter icon.

2. In the Filter list by <name of column> dialog box, select the values you want to fil-
ter on.

3. Click Apply to apply the filter to current list or select the Save filter check box to
save the filter so that next time you open this list, the filter will be applied.

To clear the filter, click the filter icon, and then click the Reset all filters.

Filter by process type

You can filter by any combination of process types.

1. Click the filter icon next to the Process column, and select the process type

or types that you want to display.

2. In the Filter list by process dialog box, select the process types you want to view,
for example Submission (Basis) and Submission (Extended).

3. Click Apply.

Filter by case handler

You can use the Case handler column filter to view a specific case handler's active pro-
cesses.

1. Click the filter icon next to the Case handler column.

2. In the Filter list by case handler dialog box, type a name or part of a name to look
up a case handler. You must enter at least three characters to start a search.

3. Click Apply.
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Combine filters

You can apply several filters to a list to narrow your result in the overview.

Say, that you use the standard list My active and get a list of 6 processes. Then you can fil-
ter on the process title Customer2, and on the two process types Hearing (Basis) and Sub-
mission (Basis).

By using this combination filters, you can reduce the number of processes on the list from 6
to 2.

Predefined list:

My active

Filter on:

Customer2

Filter on:

Hearing (Basis) and Submission (Basis)

SubmissionCustomer1

SubmissionCustomer2 x x

HearingCustomer1

HearingCustomer2 x x

DistributionCustomer1

DistributionCustomer2 x
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Work with tasks

Different ways of working with tasks

You can open a task as a smartmail in Outlook or you can open the task from the Processes
overview in Outlook or in an Internet browser.

If you have responded to a task, for example, from the Processes overview, and you later
open the same task as a smartmail in Outlook, the task will be updated with your response.

You can work with tasks assigned to you or persons you are a delegate for, and you can edit
tasks that you have created. For some process types, you can edit the list of actors while the
process is ongoing, see Manage documents and actors on a task.

View smartmails when you do not have access to WorkZone

If you, for example, work on a mobile device or on a public computer where you do not have
access to WorkZone or you work in Outlook but the WorkZone for Office add-in is not
installed, you will receive smartmails as plain text. The text version contains overall inform-
ation about the process and the specific task so that you can get enough information about the
task to be able to act on it, for example, contact a colleague (your delegate) to take action on
your behalf.

The text version does not contain action buttons and any attached documents are not shown
due to security reasons. If you are online and have access to WorkZone, you can click the pro-
cess link to open the task in WorkZone Client and in this way open attached documents and
respond to the task. You can also click the case link to open the actual case in WorkZone Cli-
ent.
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Task types and actions

The content of a task and the actions you can perform in your task, depends on the process
types that are used in your organization.

For example, actions associated with tasks for distribution and submission processes :

l Distribution: Accept or forward

You can accept or forward the task.

l Submission: Approve document

You can skip, forward, reject, or approve the task.

When you have performed an action in a task, the status is changed to Closed. Then the
process can proceed. For example, the next actor receives a task where he or she is
requested to approve the case document.

Locked tasks

When a user has a task open, it is locked for other users. This means that other users can-
not edit the task until the first user has closed it. If you open a task that is already opened
by another user, you will be notified that you cannot edit it.
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It requires special access rights to unlock a locked task. If you have these rights, and you
open a locked task, there will be a Take over button and a message showing the name of the
user who has the task open. Click Take over to unlock the task.

For information about access rights to take over locked tasks, see Unlocking a locked task in
the Operations Guide.

About smarttask

A smarttask contains a task and response buttons. When you receive a smarttask, it means
that you have been assigned a task that you are requested to carry out, for example, take own-
ership of the task. You can open smarttasks from the Processes overview and in Outlook as
emails.
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Example: A submission task that is opened as an email in Outlook.

Tip: A task contains a link to the case that it is based on at the top of the task. If you
have access to the case, it opens in WorkZone Client.

Actors in the task

In a task, various roles are defined. These roles are described below.

Actor Description

Assignee The person or organizational unit who has received this task.

Case handler The person who is responsible for handling the case.

Started by The person who started the process, that is, the process owner.
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Example: In the this example, Martin has started a distribution process, thereby becom-
ing the process owner. He has selected Elisabeth to respond to the task, making her
the assignee. In a distribution process, for example, the assignee could be the respons-
ible contact or the contributor. The process is based on a case which Ann is respons-
ible for as case handler.

In some process types, you can edit the list of actors while the process is ongoing. See Man-
age documents and actors on a task.

Task icons

Task icon Description

Indicates that the task has been completed.

Indicates an open task.

Open a task as a PDF

You can generate a PDF document from the contents of a task. This is useful if, for example,
you want to print the task directly from a mail.

You can open the PDF document in three different ways:

Open the mail, that you received in your inbox, and click the link Open as PDF.

-Or-

Expand the Processes overview in Outlook, open the smarttask, and then click the link Open
as PDF.
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-Or-

Expand the Processes overview in Outlook, right-click the smarttask, and select Open as
PDF on the menu.

The Process Log

The Process Log of the task displays for example any actions that are done, pending
actions and future actions together with the Assignee and relevant dates, such as the Task
Deadline. If previous assignees have made comments, these are also displayed. See the
example below, which is a submission task opened from the Processes overview.

You can click the arrows on the right hand side of a log entry to view details such as the
type of the pending task.

If a response contains a document, a document icon is displayed. You can click the icon to
open the document.

You can copy comments from the Process Log to your clipboard.
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Response times

If you have not responded to your task by the reminder date, the task icon in the Process log

of the task will change to the yellow reminder icon . The reminder date is by default 24

hours before the response deadline, but your organization can define it differently.

If you have not responded by the process deadline defined by the process owner, the process

icon will change to red .

The process owner will be notified when the reminder date or the process deadline have
passed.

Respond to a task

You respond to a task using the response buttons at the bottom of the task. When responding,
you can write a comment of maximum 3999 characters.

Depending on the process type, you have different response options. You can, for example,
accept or forward a task.

Accept a task

Accepting a distribution task means that you take ownership of the case handling. If you
accept to carry out the task, click Accept in the bottom right corner. Unless you are the only or
the last actor to receive this task, it will now be sent to the next actor defined in the process.

Forward a task

You can forward a task to another member of your department, organizational unit, or author-
ity, if another person should carry out the task instead of you. The person you forward the task
to must have access to the case on which the process is running. However, this may be con-
figured differently in your organization.

Tip: You can also forward documents from the task.
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View or edit a document in a task

When you receive a task with a document attached, for example a Word document, an
Excel spreadsheet, or a PowerPoint presentation, you can view or edit the document.

View a document's meta data in WorkZone Client

Click the title of a document to view its meta data. The document opens in WorkZone Cli-
ent, if this is set as your default client, otherwise Captia Web Client.

Open and edit a document

Click to open the document for editing. The document opens in the document pro-

gram, for example, Word or Excel.

Note: You can only edit a document if it is a draft (UÅ). If the document is archived
(ARK) or closed (AFS), or the document is locked (UL), you cannot edit it.

View the status of a task

In the Processes overview, the task icons show the status of a task.

Task icon Description

The task is active.
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Task icon Description

The task is waiting for the previous task to be completed.

Resending a task

About resent tasks

If you have a pending task in your inbox and the smartmail with the same task is sent to you
again, it is probably because the deadline has been changed.

Tasks/smartmails are resent automatically when someone changes the deadline of the pro-
cess which has a pending task. This is to ensure that you are notified of the changed dead-
line.

When a process is started, a task is sent to someone who is expected to perform an action.
Until that person performs the action, the task is pending. If, meanwhile, the process owner
changes the deadline of a process, then the task is resent.

You can see the new deadline as the action Deadline changed in the Process Log of the task.
The status of the task is shown as Task Resent in the Action column.

Resend a task

You can resend a task. This could be relevant if, for example, the response deadline is
approaching and you - as process owner - have not yet received a response.

1. Under Process Views in Outlook, open the Processes overview.

2. Right-click on a process which has an active task, and select Resend.

Working with task documents

Forward documents from a smarttask

You can forward documents from a smarttask to any contact, including contacts who do not
have case or document access.
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1. In Outlook, click or open the smarttask containing the document(s) you want to
forward.

2. On the ribbon, click Forward in the Reply group.

A new email opens.

l The process title is inserted as subject.

l The latest version of the document(s) are attached to the smart-
task are attached.

Note: If you are using WorkZone for Outlook add-in, Save on send is
selected automatically, and the process case is selected.

3. Enter one or more recipients and click Send.

Enable or disable document versioning

If your organization uses versioning of documents, then you can enable or disable ver-
sioning for individual documents.

For a document, versioning can be either enabled, disabled, or not configured. See more
information about enabling and disabling versioning in the WorkZone for Office User
Guide.

If you open a document for editing from a smarttask and versioning has not been set on that
document, you are asked if you want to enable versioning or not.

Manage documents and actors on a task

After a process has been started, for example a basis submission, advanced submission,
or an extended distribution, the process owner can at any time make changes to a task on
any actor's behalf. If you are an actor (or delegate for an actor) in a process, you can
reorder, add or remove content such as documents and actors to active or pending steps.

You can also rename any step, add new or remove existing active or pending steps and
reorder existing steps by dragging them with your mouse.
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Prerequisite: You must work online to be able to edit a task.

Manage documents and actors

To edit the content of a task, follow these steps:

1. Open the task. For example, you can open a task from the Processes overview,
from a common mailbox, or the inbox of a person who you are a delegate for (if
this person has as given you access to it). You can also open it fromWorkZone
Mobile. See WorkZone Mobile User Guide.

2. Make your changes, for example, editing approvers (actors) and documents.

Edit actors or approvers

Click to enable edit mode.

l Under Approvers, click the following icons to add an actor or approver:

Search for actors or approvers. You can search for contacts of the
type Employee and Organizational unit that have email information
registered.

Select an actor sequence. For more information, see Work with
actor sequences.

l Remove an actor or approver: In the Actors section, click to remove

an actor or approver.

l Reorder the list of actors or approvers: Select a name and drag it up or
down to change the order of approvers for a task.

Edit documents

Click to enable edit mode.

l Under Documents for approval or Supplementary documents, click the
following icons:
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Search for documents associated with the case.

Click to apply a filter for documents such as Recent documents.
When you apply a filter, documents that are archived or closed
are show only if you have added them as favorite documents.
Otherwise archived and closed documents are not shown on
filtered document lists.

When working with basis hearings, click to search or filter for
documents.

Note:

l In hearing processes, you cannot edit process doc-
uments or actors, but when you provide a reply to a task,
you can add a document in addition to a comment.

l Remove a document: In the Documents section, click to remove

the document.

l Reorder documents: Drag a document up or down.

3. Save your changes in one of two ways:

l Click Save. You can now close the window.

- Or -

l If the task is assigned to you, or you are the delegate of this person,
respond by clicking Approve, Reject, Skip, or Forward - see also, for
example, Respond to a submission.

The task has now been updated. Future actors will receive the updated content in their
tasks.
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Note:

l A task will be locked, if someone else is already working on it when you open
it. See Locked tasks.

l If someone else has updated a task after you have opened it, and before you
have responded to it, it will be updated automatically. However, from
WorkZone for Office, you need to refresh it before you respond. See Refresh a
changed task in the WorkZone for Office User Guide.

Reorder tasks

When a process is started, the order of user tasks is assigned automatically but you can
reorder your tasks and the tasks of users that you are a delegate for according to the order that
you want the tasks to be processed. You can reorder open and pending tasks. You can
reorder tasks in WorkZone Client and WorkZone Mobile.

Order tasks in WorkZone Client

In WorkZone Client, you can change the order of your tasks on the My Open tasks and My
pending tasks lists on the Home tab and on the User tasks tab on your own contact detail
page.

1. On the Home tab, click My open tasks or My pending tasks in the navigation
pane to open the list. You may have to add the lists to the navigation pane first.
See Manage lists in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

—Or—

Click your name in the lower right corner to open your contact page, and click
the User task tab. You may have to add the tab first. See Manage tabs in the
WorkZone Client User Guide.

2. Drag and drop the tasks according to the order you want to work with them.

Order tasks in WorkZone Mobile

l In WorkZone Mobile, tap Rank at the top of your task.
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See Rank your tasks in the WorkZone Mobile User Guide.

Reorder tasks of a user that you are a delegate for

You can reorder tasks for users that you are a delegate for.

1. Open the contact detail page of the user you are a delegate for.

2. Click the User task tab. You may have to add the tab first. See Manage tabs in
the WorkZone Client User Guide.

3. Drag and drop the tasks so they match the order in which you want the user
that you are a delegate for to process the tasks.

See also Work with delegates.
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WorkZone Process Basis package
The WorkZone Process Basis Package is a standard package that can be installed with
WorkZone Process.

The Basis Package contains the two standard processes Submission (Basis) and Hearing
(Basis). Both processes are simple versions of submission and hearing workflows that can
assist in controlled yet flexible interaction when a submission or hearing is needed. If con-
figured, both processes are available from any case context in WorkZone for Office,
WorkZone Client and, if activated, Captia Web Client.

Note: More advanced versions and further processes can be found in the extended
package. Your organization can tailor processes using the process modeling cap-
abilities for WorkZone Process.

Submissions

A submission is based on a sequential flow, as opposed to a hearing, where the flow is par-
allel.

This means that when you start a submission, you select actors to approve, for example, a
document in a fixed order one after another.

A typical submission could be a report requested from the Board of Directors, prepared by a
department. The knowledge worker prepares the report and starts a submission with an actor
approval order. The submission process sends it for approval, for example, internally in the
department, and then to the department manager, and further to the Board of Directors' office,
before finally going to the Board of Directors.

Hearings

A hearing is based on a parallel flow, as opposed to a submission, where the flow is sequen-
tial. This means that when you start a hearing, you select actors who should respond, but in
no particular order. They can work in parallel.
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A typical hearing could take place during the preparation of a report where the knowledge
worker requests assistance from several other people or departments in providing relevant
feedback or material required to completing the report.

Submission processes (Basis)

About submissions

In the WorkZone Process Basis Package you can work with submissions.

A submission is based on a sequential flow, as opposed to a hearing, where the flow is par-
allel.

This means that when you start a submission, you select actors to approve, for example, a
document in a fixed order one after another.

A typical submission could be a report requested from the Board of Directors, prepared by
a department. The knowledge worker prepares the report and starts a submission with an
actor approval order. The submission process sends it for approval, for example, internally
in the department, and then to the department manager, and further to the Board of Dir-
ectors' office, before finally going to the Board of Directors.

You can start a submission in the following ways:

l From Outlook - see Start a process from an email or Start a process from the
Cases & Documents folder.

l From document - see Start a process fromWord, Excel, or PowerPoint.

l FromWorkZone Client - see Start a process fromWorkZone Client.

A submission contains a process deadline, documents and actors. The process owner
selects these when starting the submission.

When the process has been started, the first actor receives a task with the available actions
- see Respond to a submission.

The submission process flow

The flow of a submission can be described by the following diagram.
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The process is started

The process owner starts a submission of one or more documents, and selects one or more
actors who must all approve the submission within a fixed deadline.

When the process owner starts the submission, a task is sent to the first actor selected by the
process owner. The actor can either reject, skip, or approve the submission.

The actors respond

l If the actor rejects the submission, it is sent back to the process owner who should
then typically edit the submission document and start a new submission with the new
version of the document (see Rejected submission).
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l If the actor skips the submission, the task is sent to the next actor (if any). If there
are no more actors, the submission is approved.

l If the actor approves the submission, the task is sent to the next actor defined in
the process. If there are more actors, the task is sent to the next actor for approval.
If the actor is the last actor, then the process owner is notified that the submission
has been approved (see Approved submission).

l If the actor approves the submission conditionally, the submission is sent back to
a previous approver who is requested to make a change to a submission doc-
ument. When the actor has completed the change, the submission is approved.
The actor who requested the change and any subsequent approvers in the
sequence are not requested to approve the submission again.

l If an actor rejects the submission to a previous approver, the previous approver is
requested to make a change to a submission document. When the actor has com-
pleted the change, subsequent approvers, including the approver who requested
the change, will receive the submission for approval in the same sequence as
before.

l If an actor has not responded to the task before the process deadline, a notification
mail is sent to the process owner (see response deadline reached).

The process history

The response of the actors is logged in the history of the process. You can see actor
responses in the Processes Overview. See About the Processes Overview.

When a process is completed, a process history document is created. It is saved on the
case as a case document. You can open it from the case inWorkZone Client.

Start a basis submission process

You can start a new basis submission process from an email or from the Cases & Docu-
ments folder in Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. For more information, see Start a new
process.
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Start submission process

1. Open, for example, a case from the Cases & Documents pane in WorkZone for
Office.

2. Click Process on the ribbon.

Note: If the email has been saved on multiple cases, then a list of these
cases is displayed. Select a case.

3. Click Submission (Basis).

4. The Start Submission dialog box opens. Automatically the case title is inserted in
the Submission of field.
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5. Optionally, select a Deadline.

6. Type a description in the Description field.

7. Select documents. Click in the Documents field and select one or more doc-
uments from the list, for example, a case document and the saved email.

8. Select one or more actors. Click in the Actor field and select from the list of con-
tacts.

Start typing a name to narrow down the list.

9. Click Start.

The process is started and is now visible in the Processes overview - see
About the Processes Overview.

Respond to a submission

When you receive a submission task, you have the following options of responding:

You must open the task to be able to use the response buttons.
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You can write a comment to, for example, explain your decision. If you respond by using the
Reject button, you must add a comment.

For more information on working with tasks, see Work with tasks.

Approve

If you approve a submission, and there are more approvers, a task is sent to the next
approver. If you are the last approver, then the employee who created the submission is noti-
fied that the submission has been approved.

Reject

Use Reject, if you want the first case handler to change the case and you want to see the
case again. If you reject a submission, the task is sent back to the case handler who created
the submission mail. This case handler will then typically edit the submission document and
restart the submission process with the new version of the document. The submission is then
started over again with the first case handler. The approval process is resumed when you
send the submission mail again.
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Skip

If you don't think that you will need to approve a case, you can skip the submission. The
task is sent to the next approver (if any). If there are no more approvers, the submission is
approved.

Forward

You can forward a submission task to someone else, if this other person should carry out
the submission task instead of you. The remainder of the approval sequence remains the
same.

Receiving submission response

As the process owner you will receive notification of the progress of the basis submissions
you have started, for example, if a submission has been approved, rejected, or if the pro-
cess deadline is overdue.

This section describes how to work with submission responses in the basis package.

Rejected submission

If an actor has rejected a submission that you have initiated, you will receive a smarttask
with this response.

Open the smarttask and click OK.

Approved submission

If an actor has approved a submission that you have initiated, you will receive a smarttask
with this response.

l Open the smarttask and click OK.
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Reminder date reached

If an actor has not responded to a submission before the reminder date is reached, you will
receive a notification smarttask. The reminder date is by default 24 hours before the response
deadline, but your organization can define it differently.

l Open the smarttask and click OK.

See also Resend a task.

response deadline reached

If an actor has not responded to a submission in time, that is, if the process deadline has
passed, you will receive a notification smarttask.

l Open the smarttask and click OK.

Hearing processes (Basis)

About hearings

In the WorkZone Process Basis Package you can work with hearings.

A hearing is based on a parallel flow, as opposed to a submission, where the flow is sequen-
tial. This means that when you start a hearing, you select actors who should respond, but in
no particular order. They can work in parallel.

A typical hearing could take place during the preparation of a report where the knowledge
worker requests assistance from several other people or departments in providing relevant
feedback or material required to completing the report.

You can start a hearing in the following ways:

l From Outlook - see Start a process from an email or start a process from the Cases &
Documents folder.

l From document - see Start a process fromWord, Excel, or PowerPoint.

l FromWorkZone Client - see Start a process fromWorkZone Client.
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A hearing contains a deadline, documents and actors. The process owner selects these
when starting the hearing.

When the process has been started, the first actor receives a task with the available actions
- see Respond to a hearing.

The hearing process flow

The flow of a hearing can be described by the following diagram.
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The process is started

The process owner starts a hearing of one or more documents, and selects one or more act-
ors who should respond to the hearing within a fixed deadline.

When the process owner starts the hearing, a task is sent to all actors selected by the process
owner. The actors can either reject, skip, or reply to the hearing.

The actors respond

When the hearing process is started, a task is sent to each actor.

If an actor skips or forwards the hearing, this is displayed in the hearing summary, the Process
log and in the Processes Overview .

When all actors have responded to the hearing, the process owner is notified with a email con-
taining a hearing summary (see Receiving a hearing summary).

If an actor has not responded to the task before the process deadline, this will be stated in the
email that is sent to the process owner when the due date is reached - see Receiving hearing
response on deadline.

The process history

The response of the actors is logged in the history of the process. You can see actor
responses in the Processes overview. See About the Processes Overview.

When a process is completed, a process history document is created. It is saved on the case
as a case document. You can open it from the case in WorkZone Client.

Start a basis hearing process

You can start a new basis hearing process from an email or the Cases & Documents folder in
Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. For more information, see Start a new process.

Start hearing process

1. Open, for example, a case from the Cases & Documents pane in Outlook.

2. Click Process on the ribbon.
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Note: If the email has been saved on multiple cases, a list of these cases
is displayed. Select a case.

3. Click Hearing (Basis).

4. The Start Hearing dialog box opens. The case title is inserted automatically
into the Title field.
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5. Select a deadline.

Optionally, select End hearing on deadline. See the section Selecting how the
hearing should end below.

6. Add a description of the hearing in the Description field.

7. Select documents. Click in the Documents field and select one or more doc-
uments from the list, for example, a case document and the saved email.

8. Select one or more actors. Click in the Actor field select from the list of contacts.
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l You can start typing a name to narrow down the list.

l You can choose to mark the response of an actor as mandatory by
selecting the check box Mandatory response next to the name of the
actor. If an actor's response is mandatory, then this actor must respond
to the hearing. If you do not select this check box, it is considered as
optional.

l If you have marked three actors as mandatory but set a lower number
of responses by which the hearing will be ended (see below), for
example, two, then the hearing will be ended before the third man-
datory actor responds.

9. Click Start.

The process is started and a hearing task is sent to all actors as a smarttask.

10. Click OK.

Your process is now visible in the Processes overview - see About the Pro-
cesses Overview.

Selecting how the hearing should end

Choose one of the following options.

End the hearing at the hearing deadline

To end the hearing at the hearing deadline, select the End hearing on deadline check box.
Regardless of the number of responses, the hearing will end at this date. If you also enter
a number in the Number of responses by which the hearing will be ended field, then the
hearing will end on the earliest possible date.

- Or -

End the hearing after a certain number of hearing responses

To end the hearing after a certain number of hearing responses, enter a number in the
Number of responses by which the hearing will be ended field.

For example, you need 2 people to review a budget. You add 4 actors to your hearing pro-
cess because you are not sure who has time to do the review. Since you only need 2
answers, type 2 in the field.
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If you enter a number, and you have selected both optional and mandatory actors, then the
mandatory actors take precedence.

This means that if you entered the number 4 in the field and you have 3 mandatory actors and
2 optional, then all 3 mandatory actors must respond and one of the two optional actors.

Note:

l If an actor chooses to skip a hearing, this does not count as a response. This
means that if one of the 3 mandatory actors skips the hearing, then both of the
optional actors must respond (and not skip).

l The number in the Number of responses by which the hearing will be ended
field cannot be lower than the number of responding actors. In the above
example, if the second optional actor also skips the hearing, then the number
you entered in the Number of responses by which the hearing will be ended
field will automatically be lowered from 4 to 3 because out of 5 actors, 2
skipped the hearing - leaving you with 3 responding actors.

- Or -

End the hearing when all selected actors have responded

To end the hearing when all selected actors have responded, leave the two options above
unselected.

Respond to a hearing

When you receive a hearing task, you can respond to, skip, or forward the hearing using the
response buttons. See Respond, Skip, or Forward.

For all response options, you can add a response document.

Add a response document

Before you click a response button, click to search and filter for documents to be added.

For more information, see Manage documents and actors on a task.

You must open the task to be able to use the response buttons.
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For more information on working with tasks, see Work with tasks.

Tip: When an answer to a hearing includes a document, this is visible in the The
Process Log and the Processes overview. You can open the document by clicking
the document icon in the Process log.

Respond

To respond to a hearing, just click Respond or enter a comment in the Add comment field,
and then click Respond.

Skip

If you do not want to respond to a hearing, you can skip it. Click Skip.
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Forward

You can forward a task to another employee in your department, organizational unit, or author-
ity, if another person should carry out the task instead of you. Select a name in the Forward to
list and click Forward. See also Forward a task.

Receiving hearing response on deadline

When a hearing process has reached its response deadline, you will, as process owner,
receive a notification smartask.

The Hearing deadline reached smarttask contains the hearing documents and the Process
log - see The Process Log.

The process log will display the responses from the actors who have responded to the hear-
ing by the response deadline as a task completed icon.

Note: If any actor has not responded to the hearing by the deadline, then an icon in the
Process Log will indicate that the task is still active.

Receiving a hearing summary

When all actors have responded to your hearing process, you will, as process owner, receive
a hearing summary smartask.

The hearing summary contains the hearing documents and the Process log - see The Pro-
cess Log.

You can click Forward to forward the hearing summary or click Complete to end the process.
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Extended package
The WorkZone Process Extended package is an add-on package. The extended package
contains the two advanced processes submission (extended) and distribution (extended).
The extended submission process is an advanced version of the basis submission process
that can assist in controlled yet flexible interaction within the process flow.

The distribution process is only available in the extended package. If configured, both pro-
cesses are available from any case context in WorkZone for Office, WorkZone Client and,
Captia Web Client (if activated).

Distributions

The purpose of an extended distribution process is to assign ownership of a case to a
responsible contact and, perhaps, find contributors.

When you start a distribution, you select a case handler or a responsible unit who should
take ownership of the case, and contributors, who are responsible for providing content to
the case. Once the responsible contact has accepted ownership of the case, the con-
tributors, if they accept the role as contributor, can start working on the case.

The process owner can choose to have the process history saved on the case, or receive a
notification when a distribution process ends. Also, he can choose that a distribution pro-
cess should end when the process deadline is reached.

A typical distribution could be a question sent in an email to a secretary. The secretary cre-
ates a case containing the email and the most important documents concerning the case.
The secretary selects the organizational unit or person who he or she thinks should take
responsibility for this question as responsible contact, as well as contributors who the sec-
retary thinks are most likely to be able to contribute with content to the case. If the selected
responsible contact or contributors do cannot accept their roles, they can reject or forward
the task to someone else.

Submissions

An extended submission is a type of process where the approvers must respond to a task,
for example, approve a document in a fixed order. The process is dynamic, that is,
approvers and documents may be changed while the process is ongoing.
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The extended submission includes a description of the submission process, one or more doc-
uments for submission, which are essential to the process, as well as one or more sup-
plementary documents. These documents do not have to be saved on the process case, but
can come from other cases, or from the file system.

An advanced submisision process allows you to combine sequential and parallel process
steps in a submission process. In addition to the overall process deadline, you can specify
separate deadlines for each of the process steps. Use this process to keep track of the overall
progress of a submission.

Distribution processes (Extended)

About distributions

In the extended WorkZone Process package, you can work with distributions.

The purpose of an extended distribution process is to assign ownership of a case to a
responsible contact and, perhaps, find contributors.

When you start a distribution, you select a case handler or a responsible unit who should take
ownership of the case, and contributors, who are responsible for providing content to the
case. Once the responsible contact has accepted ownership of the case, the contributors, if
they accept the role as contributor, can start working on the case.

The process owner can choose to have the process history saved on the case, or receive a
notification when a distribution process ends. Also, he can choose that a distribution process
should end when the process deadline is reached.

A typical distribution could be a question sent in an email to a secretary. The secretary cre-
ates a case containing the email and the most important documents concerning the case. The
secretary selects the organizational unit or person who he or she thinks should take respons-
ibility for this question as responsible contact, as well as contributors who the secretary thinks
are most likely to be able to contribute with content to the case. If the selected responsible con-
tact or contributors do cannot accept their roles, they can reject or forward the task to someone
else.

Starting a distribution

You can start a distribution in the following ways:
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l From Outlook - see Start a process from an email or Start a process from the
Cases & Documents folder.

l From document - see Start a process fromWord, Excel, or PowerPoint.

l FromWorkZone Client - see Start a process fromWorkZone Client.

When you start a process, you become process owner. A distribution contains a priority,
documents, a responsible contact, contributors, and, optionally, a process deadline. You
select these when you start the distribution. You can also choose to define entry and exit
states.

Furthermore, you can choose to save the process history on the case, receive a notification
when the distribution is completed, and end the distribution when the deadline is reached.
See Start a distribution process.

Responding to a distribution

When the process has been started, the selected responsible contact (a person or an
organizational unit) receives a task - see Respond as responsible contact. If this contact
does not accept the task, he has the option of rejecting the task, thereby sending it back to
the process owner, or forwarding the task to another contact.

Once a contact has accepted the role as responsible contact, tasks are sent automatically
to all contributors - see Respond as contributor. These persons or organizational units can
either accept the role of contributor, or, if he or she does not accept, he or she can forward
the task to someone else.

Note: You can choose either persons or organizational units as actors or approvers.
For a person or an organizational unit to function as an actor or approver, the person
or organization must have an email address. Delegates can respond on behalf of an
actor or approver - see Work with delegates.

The distribution process flow

The flow of a distribution can be described by the following diagram.
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The flow diagram of extended distributions

The diagram below shows a distribution flow.
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Start a distribution process

You can start a new distribution process from an email or the Cases & Documents folder in
Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. When you start a process, you become the process owner.
For more information, see Start a new process.

Note: You can only have one ongoing distribution on a case at a time.

1. Open, for example, a case from the Cases & Documents pane in Outlook.

2. Click Process on the ribbon.

Note: If the email has been saved on multiple cases, then a list of these
cases is displayed. Select a case.

3. Click Distribution (Extended).

4. The Start Distribution (Extended) dialog box opens, displaying the General tab
(see below). The case title is inserted automatically into the Title field.

5. Optionally, in the Deadline field, select a process deadline.

6. In the Priority field, you can set the priority to, for example, High, Normal, or Low.
Normal is the default value.

7. Type a description of the distribution in the Description field.
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8. Select a responsible contact. Click in the Responsible contact field and select
a contact from the list. The contact can be either a person, for example, a case
handler, or an organizational unit.

9. Optionally, select one or more contributors. Click in the Contributors field and
select one or more contributors from the list. A contributor can be either a per-
son, for example, a case handler, or an organizational unit.

10. Select documents. Click in the Documents field and select one or more doc-
uments from the list, for example, a case document and the saved email. By
default, you have access to all documents from the list - depending on your
access rights.

Tip: To easily find your documents, select a filter. Click next to Docu-

ments, and select a filter. The filter reduces the number of documents on
the Documents list to, for example, your favorite or recent documents.
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11. Optionally, open the Advanced tab and fill in the fields.

l Select the state your process should start in. In the Entry case state field,
select a state from the list, for example, New.

l Select the state your process should end in. In the Exit case state field,
select a state from the list, for example, Clarified.

l Save the process history on the case in WorkZone Client. Select the
Save process history on case check box.

l You can choose to receive a notification when the distribution has taken
place, that is, when all contributors have responded. Select the Notify
when distributed check box.

l You can choose to end the distribution when the deadline is reached.
This will allow you to restart the distribution, if it is not accepted before the
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deadline is reached. Select the End distribution when deadline
reached check box.

12. Click Start.

The process starts. Your process is now visible in the Processes overview.
See About the Processes Overview.

Respond to a distribution task

Respond as responsible contact

If you receive a task with the title Accept case responsibility, you are asked to accept the
role as responsible contact in a distribution process.

You can either accept, reject, or forward the task, see Accept, Reject, or Forward. You must
open the task either from your inbox or from the Processes overview to be able to use the
response buttons. You can write a comment to, for example, explain why you reject or for-
ward to someone else.

You can also edit the task before you respond, for example, add contributors or documents.
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For more information on working with tasks, including editing documents and contributors,
see Work with tasks.

Accept

When you accept a distribution you accept the responsibility of the case. This means that you
become the case handler.

Tasks are now sent to the contributors who were selected when the process was started. If
there are no contributors, the process ends.

Reject

If you reject the distribution, the task is sent back to the process owner who can choose to for-
ward it to someone else, or restart the process.

Forward

You can forward a distribution to another employee of your department, organizational unit, or
authority, if you want someone else to respond instead of you. See Forward a task.

Respond as contributor

When you receive a distribution task with the title Accept distribution contributor role, you are
asked to accept the role as a contributor in a distribution process.

You can either accept, reject, or forward the task - see Accept, Reject, or Forward. You must
open the task - either from your inbox or from the Processes overview - to be able to use the
response buttons. You can write a comment to, for example, explain why you reject or forward
to someone else.

For more information on working with tasks, see Work with tasks.

Accept

If you accept the distribution, the process owner will in some cases be notified that the dis-
tribution has been accepted (depending on how the process was defined).

Reject

You can reject the distribution.
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Forward

You can forward a distribution task to another employee of your department, organizational
unit, or authority, to ask another person to respond instead of you. See Forward a task.

View responses

You can view the responses in the Process log of a task and in the Processes overview.

The Process Log:

The Processes Overview:

About reminders

As a responsible contact or a contributor you will receive a reminder when a task assigned
to you has reached its reminder date. The reminder date is by default 24 hours before the
response deadline, but your organization can define it differently.

Receiving distribution response

As a process owner you will receive notification of the progress of the distributions you
have started, for example, if a distribution has been approved, rejected, or if the process
deadline is reached.

This section describes how to work with distribution responses in the extended WorkZone
Process package.
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Response from the responsible contact

The contact you selected as responsible contact when starting the distribution process can
either accept, reject or forward the task - see Accepted distribution, Rejected distribution, or
Forwarded distribution.

Accepted distribution

If the responsible contact has accepted a distribution that you have initiated, you will be able
to see this in the Processes Overview . For example, under My active.

Rejected distribution

If the responsible contact has rejected a distribution that you have initiated, you will receive a
Distribution rejected smarttask with this response.

You have the following options: Stopping, restarting, or forwarding the rejected distribution pro-
cess.

Restart the process

Click Restart, and select a new responsible contact. As shown below, the list with contacts
becomes available once you click the Restart button.

The distribution task Accept case responsibility is sent to the new responsible contact, and
the history is displayed in the Process Log of the task. See Respond as responsible contact.

Stop the process

Click Stop on the Distribution rejected task.

The process will appear as completed on the Closed processes list in the Processes over-
view. See View a list.

Forward the distribution task

1. Select a new responsible contact in the field next to the Forward button
as shown below.
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2. Click Forward.

Forwarded distribution

The responsible contact can forward the distribution task to another contact. This inform-
ation will appear in the Processes overview.

In the example below the state of Charlotte's task shows that she has forwarded the dis-
tribution task to Johan.

Reminder date reached

If the responsible contact has not responded to the distribution task before the reminder

date is reached, the task icon in the Processes overview turns yellow - see Icons in

the Processes Overview. You will, as process owner, receive a smarttask with the title Dis-
tribution reminder. The reminder date is by default 24 hours before the response deadline,
but your organization can define it differently.

See also Resend a task.

Response from contributors

The contacts you selected as contributors when starting the distribution process, or which
have been added by the responsible contact, can either accept, reject, or forward their task.

You can follow their actions in the Processes overview as shown below, or in the Process
Log of the Distribution completed smarttask, which you will receive unless you deselected
the option Notify when distributed when you started the process.
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Reminder date reached

If a contributor has not responded to the distribution before the reminder date is reached, you
will receive a notification smarttask with the title Distribution contributor reminder. The
reminder date is by default 24 hours before the response deadline, but your organization can
define it differently. See also Resend a task.

No contributor responses by deadline

If no contributor has responded to a distribution before the distribution deadline, you will
receive a smarttask with the title Distribution contributor deadline reached.

Open the smarttask and click OK. The process will continue until all contributors have respon-
ded.

No responses by deadline

If nobody (the responsible contact or contributors) have responded to a distribution by the dis-
tribution deadline, you will receive a smarttask with the title Distribution deadline reached.

You can receive one of two smarttasks, depending on whether or not you selected the End dis-
tribution when deadline reached check box when you started the distribution. These smart-
tasks contain different options.

You selected the End distribution when deadline reached check box

When the process deadline has been reached, you will receive a smarttask with the following
options (the same as when you receive a Rejected distribution smarttask):

l Stop the process

l Restart the process

l Forward the distribution task

In the Processes overview, the task icon is changed to and the process icon changes to

- see Icons in the Processes Overview.

You did not select the End distribution when deadline reached check box

If you did not select the End distribution when deadline reached check box, the process is not
closed. The actors may still respond.
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Open the Distribution contributor deadline reached smarttask and click OK.

Notification that the distribution has ended

If you, as the process owner, selected the check box Notify when distributed (default)
when you started the distribution process, you will (that is, both the process owner and the
responsible contact) receive a smarttask with the title Distribution completed when all act-
ors (that is, the responsible contact and all contributors) have responded.

Open the smarttask and click OK.

Extended submission processes

About extended and advanced submissions

In the extended WorkZone Process package you can work with extended and advanced
submissions.

An extended submission is a type of process where the approvers must respond to a task,
for example, approve a document in a fixed order. The process is dynamic, that is,
approvers and documents may be changed while the process is ongoing.

The extended submission includes a description of the submission process, one or more
documents for submission, which are essential to the process, as well as one or more sup-
plementary documents. These documents do not have to be saved on the process case,
but can come from other cases, or from the file system.

An advanced submisision process allows you to combine sequential and parallel process
steps in a submission process. In addition to the overall process deadline, you can specify
separate deadlines for each of the process steps. Use this process to keep track of the over-
all progress of a submission.

You can start an extended and advanced submissions in the following ways:

l From Outlook - see Start a process from an email or Start a process from the
Cases & Documents folder.

l From document - see Start a process fromWord, Excel, or PowerPoint.

l FromWorkZone Client - see Start a process fromWorkZone Client.
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A submission contains a description, documents for approval and supplementary documents,
as well as approvers and, optionally, a process deadline. The process owner selects these
when starting the submission.

When the process has been started, the first approver receives a task. See Respond to an
extended or an advanced submission.

The submission process flow

The diagram below shows an extended submission flow.

The process is started

The process owner starts an extended or advanced submission with one or more documents
(documents for submission and perhaps supplementary documents), and selects one or more
approvers (actors) who must all approve the submission within a fixed deadline.

When the process owner starts the submission, a task is sent to the first approver selected by
the process owner. The approver can either approve, approve conditionally, reject, skip, or for-
ward the submission task. If needed, the approver can make changes to the task before
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responding, for example, add or remove approvers and documents. See Manage doc-
uments and actors.

The approvers respond

If an approver rejects the submission, it is sent back to the process owner who should then
typically edit the submission document and restart the submission with the new version of
the document (see Rejected submission).

If an approver skips the submission, the task is sent to the next approver (if any). If there are
no more approvers, the submission is approved.

If an approver approves the submission, the task is sent to the next approver defined in the
process. If there are more approvers, the task is sent to the next approver for approval. If the
approver is the last approver, then the process owner is notified that the submission has
been approved (see Approved submission).

If an approver has not responded to the task before the process deadline, an email is sent
to the process owner (see No response by deadline).

The process history

The response of the approvers is logged in the history of the process. You can see
approver responses in the Processes overview.

When a process is completed, a process history document is created. It is saved on the
case as a case document. You can open it like any other case document from any client in
WorkZone. That is, from the case inWorkZone Client, WorkZone Explorer, or from
WorkZone for Office.

Extended submission process flow

This diagram illustrates the flow of an extended submission process.
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Start an extended submission

You can start a new extended submission process from an email or the Cases & Docu-
ments folder in Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. For more information, see Start a new
process.

Start submission process

1. Open, for example, a case from the Cases & Documents pane in Outlook.

2. Click Process on the ribbon.

Note: If you are starting the process from your Outlook inbox and the
email has been saved on multiple cases, then a list of these cases is dis-
played. Select a case.

3. Click Submission (Extended).

4. The Start Submission (Extended) dialog box opens. The case title is inserted
automatically into the Title field.
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5. Optionally, select a deadline.

If the extended submission process is part of a phase process, the deadline of
the current phase with a deadline is suggested. If the current phase does not
have a deadline, then the following phase deadline is suggested, an so on.

6. In the Priority field, you can set the priority to, for example, High, Normal, or Low.
Normal is the default value.

7. In the Description field, type description of the submission process.
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8. Select documents for approval. Click in the Documents for approval field and
select one or more documents from the list, for example, a case document and
a saved email.

9. Select supplementary documents for submission. Click in the Supplementary
documents for approval field and select one or more documents from the list.

The Supplementary documents for approval field may include approved
documents from the latest closed extended distribution process on the same
case. If this is the case, you will see a message that tells you from which
extended distribution process, the documents have been imported.

10. Select one or more approvers in one of the following ways.

l Click in the Approvers field and select from the list of contacts. The con-
tact can be either an employee or an organizational unit.

l Select an actor sequence - see Work with actor sequences.

11. Optionally, select who you want to notify about this submission on the Noti-
fications tab.

12. Optionally, select more options on the Advanced options tab.

13. Click Start.

The process is started and is now visible in the Processes overview - see About the Pro-
cesses Overview.

Notifications

On the Notifications tab, you can select employees that you want to be notified by email
when specific actions are performed. Select which actions you want to notify about and
who you want to send notification emails to. The Notifications tab is the same for extended
and advanced submission processes.

The employees that you select here are typically not actors in the submission process.
They are employees that you want to inform about the actions in the submission process.
Actors receive notifications automatically. See About notifications.
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Advanced options

Optionally, fill in the fields on the Advanced tab.

The Advanced tab is the same for extended and advanced submission processes.

Closing
responsible

Select an actor from the list, if you want another user to close the process when
all actors have responded. If you do not fill in this field, you will as the process
owner be responsible for closing the process.

Entry case
state

Select the state your process should start in, for example, New.
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Exit case
state

Select the state your process should end in, for example, Clarified.

Select or deselect the following options. All options are selected by default.

Save process
history on
case

Select this check box if you want to save the process history on the case.

Notify approv-
ing actors on
rejected

Select this check box if you want to notify the approvers if the submission
is rejected. Only actors who have already responded to the process will
be notified.

Notify actors
when
approved

Select this check box if you want to notify the approvers when the sub-
mission is approved by all. Only actors who have already responded to
the process will be notified.
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Start an advanced submission

The advanced submission process is part of the extended package. It allows you to combine
sequential and parallel process steps in one submission process.

If you, for example, would like some colleagues to review and approve a document that you
have written. Your colleagues can comment and edit the document in no particular order but
they must have reviewed and approved the document by a certain deadline. When the review
is completed, you want to submit the document for final approval by management, which in
this example, is represented by two managers who must approve the document in turn. The
entire review and approval process has an overall deadline.
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In this example, you can create and start an advanced submission process with two steps:

1. A parallel process step where your colleagues can review and make changes
to the document, and approve the document independently of each other.

2. A sequential process step where the document is sent for approval by man-
agement. When the first manager has approved the document, the document is
sent for final approval by the next manager.

The procedure below describes how you create an advanced submission. The review and
approval scenario described above will be used as an example.

You can start an advanced submission from an email, the Cases & Documents folder in
Outlook, or fromWorkZone Client. For more information, see Start a new process and Pro-
cess flows.

Start an advanced submission

1. Open a case, for example in WorkZone Client or from the Cases & Documents
pane in Outlook.

2. Click Process on the ribbon. If you are starting the process from your Outlook
inbox, and the email has been saved on multiple cases, then select a case
from the list of cases.

3. Click Submission (Advanced).

4. Select a template in the Process template field. Depending on how the tem-
plate is defined, you may want to use it as it is, or you can make adjustments
before you start the process. If your organization has not made templates avail-
able for you, or you want to define a process from scratch, you can define a pro-
cess yourself by following the steps below.

For information about templates and how to create them, see Templates for
advanced submissions in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

5. Fill in basic information about the process using the following fields:

l Title The case title is inserted automatically. You can change the title.

l DeadlineSelect a deadline for the entire process.
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l PrioritySet the priority of the process to, for example, High, Normal, or Low.
Normal is the default value.

l Description Enter a description of the entire submission process.

l Documents Select one or more documents that you want to include in the sub-
mission. Click in the field, and select one or more documents from the list, for
example, a case document, or select a document from File Explorer.

l Suplementary documents Select one or more documents from the list. The Sup-
plementary documents for approval field may include approved documents
from the last closed extended distribution process on the same case. If this is the
case, you will see a message that tells you from which extended distribution pro-
cess the documents have been imported.

7. In the Steps section, you can add and define the steps of the process. For each
step, you can specify:

l A step title. Instead of using the default Step 1 title, you can give the step a more
descriptive title in the Step title field.

l A deadline for the step in the Deadline field.

l Whether it is a sequential or parallel step.

l Approvers. Click in the Approvers field and select from the list of contacts. The
contacts can be employees or an actor sequence - see Work with actor
sequences.
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In this example, the first step is named Review and it is a parallel step.
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1. Click + to add another step to the process, and fill in information about the step as
described in step 10. In this example, the second step is named Approval and is a
sequential step.
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2. Optionally, select who you want to notify about this submission on the Noti-
fications tab.

3. Optionally, select more options on the Advanced options tab.

4. Click Start.

The process is started and is now visible in the Processes overview - see
About the Processes Overview.

Notifications

On the Notifications tab, you can select employees that you want to be notified by email
when specific actions are performed. Select which actions you want to notify about and
who you want to send notification emails to. The Notifications tab is the same for extended
and advanced submission processes.

The employees that you select here are typically not actors in the submission process.
They are employees that you want to inform about the actions in the submission process.
Actors receive notifications automatically. See About notifications.
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Advanced options

Optionally, fill in the fields on the Advanced tab.

The Advanced tab is the same for extended and advanced submission processes.

Closing
responsible

Select an actor from the list, if you want another user to close the process when
all actors have responded. If you do not fill in this field, you will as the process
owner be responsible for closing the process.

Entry case
state

Select the state your process should start in, for example, New.
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Exit case
state

Select the state your process should end in, for example, Clarified.

Select or deselect the following options. All options are selected by default.

Save process
history on
case

Select this check box if you want to save the process history on the case.

Notify approv-
ing actors on
rejected

Select this check box if you want to notify the approvers if the submission
is rejected. Only actors who have already responded to the process will
be notified.

Notify actors
when
approved

Select this check box if you want to notify the approvers when the sub-
mission is approved by all. Only actors who have already responded to
the process will be notified.
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Respond to an extended or an advanced submission

When you open an extended or an advanced submission task that you have received as a
smartmail in Outlook, or you open a task from the preview pane or from the Processes over-
view in WorkZone Client, you have the following response options:

l Approve

l Conditional

l Reject

l Reject to
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l Skip

l Forward

Before you respond to a task, you can edit the documents for approval, supplementary doc-
uments, and approvers. For more information, see Work with tasks.

If the deadline is approaching and you have not yet responded to a task, you will receive a
reminder. As an approver you will receive a reminder when a task that is assigned to you
has reached its reminder date. The reminder date is by default 24 hours before the
response deadline, but your organization can define it differently.

The submission tasks from an extended or an advanced submission are slightly different
from each other because the advanced submission can contain sequential and parallel pro-
cess steps in the same submission process. The response buttons for the two submission
types are the same but for some buttons, the action varies depending the type of sub-
mission.

An extended submission task:
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An advanced submission task showing two steps:
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Approve

Approve if you accept the submission.
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Extended submission

l If you approve a submission, and there are more approvers, a task is sent to the next
approver.

l If you are the last approver, the process owner is notified that the submission has
been approved.

Advanced submission

Sequential step

l If you approve a task in a sequential step, and there are more approvers, a task is
sent to the next approver in the step.

l If you are the last approver in the step, the process will automatically move on to the
next step.

l If you are the last approver in the last step of the process, then the process owner is
notified that the entire submission has been approved.

Parallel step

l If you approve a task in a parallel step, the task will be marked as approved.

l If you are the last approver in the step, the process will automatically move on to the
next step.

l If you are the last approver in the last step of the process, then the process owner is
notified that the entire submission has been approved.

Conditional

Approve conditionally when you expect your request for changes to a document to be accom-
modated and you do not want to see the submission again. With a conditional approval, you
can request changes to one or more documents from a previous approver in the process and
from the process owner.

When you click Conditional, the following happens:
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Extended submission

l When you select a previous approver, and request a change, the selected
approver receives a task and becomes the next approver in the approval
sequence.

l When the selected approver has completed the change and approved, the
approval sequence is resumed.

l Approvers who have already approved the submission are skipped.

Advanced submission

With a conditional approval, you can request a changes to a document from a previous
approver in the process and from the process owner. The selected approver can be from
previously completed steps. The following applies to both sequential and parallel steps:

l When you select a previous approver, and request a change, the selected
approver receives a task, and becomes the next approver in the current step.

l When the selected approver has completed the requested change and approved
the task, the step is resumed. If you are the last approver in the step, the process
will automatically move on to the next step.

l Approvers who have already approved the submission are skipped.

Reject

Reject the submission, if you want the process owner to change the documents for
approval, and you want to see the submission again. When you click Reject, the following
happens:

Extended submission

l If you reject a submission, a task is sent to the process owner. The process owner
will then typically edit the documents for approval and restart the submission pro-
cess with new versions of the documents. The submission process is then started
over again. When the process owner restarts the process, you will see that tasks
in the process are repeated in the preview pane.

l The process owner can also choose to forward the task to someone else for chan-
ging the documents. A task for this new approver will be added to the process.
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When the approver approves after making changes to the documents, the sub-
mission process is started over again.

Advanced submission

The following applies to both sequential and parallel steps:

l If you reject a submission, a task is sent to the process owner regardless of whether it
is a sequential or parallel step. The process owner will then typically edit the doc-
uments for approval and restart the submission process with new versions of the doc-
uments. The submission process is then started over again. In the preview pane, the
process owner task is shown under Administrative task and information. When the
process owner restarts the process, you will see that all steps in the process are
repeated.

l The process owner can also choose to forward the task to someone else, and a task
for this new approver will be added to the process and shown under Administrative
task and information in the preview pane. When the approver approves after making
changes to the documents, the submission process is then started over again.

Reject to

Click Reject to, if you want someone different from the process owner to make changes to the
documents, and you want to see the submission again.

Extended submission

l When you reject a submission to a previous approver in the process, the selected
approver receives a task and becomes the next approver in the process. When the
selected approver has completed the change, subsequent approvers, including the
approver who requested the change, will receive the submission for approval in the
same sequence as before.

l Approvers who have already approved the submission are skipped in the approval
sequence.

Advanced submission

The following applies to both sequential and parallel steps:
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l When you reject to a previous approver, the selected approver receives a task,
and becomes the next approver in the step. When the selected approver has com-
pleted the change, the process is resumed and subsequent approvers in the cur-
rent step, including the approver who rejected it, will receive the submission for
approval.

l Approvers who have already approved the submission are skipped in the
approval sequence.

Skip

Skip the submission, if you don't think that you will need to approve the submission.

Extended submission

The task is sent to the next approver (if there are any). If there are no more approvers, the
submission is approved.

Advanced submission

Sequential

l If you skip a task in a sequential step, and there are more approvers, the task is
sent to the next approver in the step.

l If you are the last approver in the step, the process will automatically move on to
the next step.

l If you are the last approver in the last step of the process, then the process owner
is notified that the entire submission has been approved.

Parallel

l If you skip a task, the task will be marked as skipped.

l If you are the last approver in the step, the process will automatically move on to
the next step.

l If you are the last approver in the last step of the process, then the process owner
is notified that the entire submission has been approved.
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Forward

Forward a submission task to someone else, if you want this person carry out the submission
task instead of you.

Extended submission

A task for the person that you forwarded the submission to is then added to the submission
process.

Advanced submission

Both sequential and parallel steps

A task is added to active step regardless of whether it is a sequential or a parallel step. The
remainder of the submission remains the same.

Receiving an extended or an advanced submission response

As the process owner you will receive a task/smartmail if, for example, a submission that you
are the owner of has been approved, rejected, or, if the process deadline is overdue.

This section describes how to work with submission responses in the extended package.

Rejected submission

If an approver has rejected a submission that you have initiated, or that you have approved,
you will receive a task /smartmail with this response.

You have the options to close, restart, or forward the process
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Close the process

If you want to close the process, click Close. The process will be displayed in the Closed
processes list.

The process will appear as canceled on the Closed processes list in the Processes over-
view.

Restart the process

You can restart a process with new approvers.

1. Follow these steps to edit documents or approvers:

Edit actors or approvers

Click to enable edit mode.

l Under Approvers, click the following icons to add an actor
or approver:
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Search for actors or approvers. You can search for con-
tacts of the type Employee and Organizational unit that
have email information registered.

Select an actor sequence. For more information, see
Work with actor sequences.

l Remove an actor or approver: In the Actors section, click
to remove an actor or approver.

l Reorder the list of actors or approvers: Select a name and
drag it up or down to change the order of approvers for a task.

Edit documents

Click to enable edit mode.

l Under Documents for approval or Supplementary
documents, click the following icons:

Search for documents associated with the case.

Click to apply a filter for documents such as Recent doc-
uments. When you apply a filter, documents that are
archived or closed are show only if you have added
them as favorite documents. Otherwise archived and
closed documents are not shown on filtered document
lists.

When working with basis hearings, click to search or fil-
ter for documents.

Note:

l In hearing processes, you cannot edit process
documents or actors, but when you provide a
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reply to a task, you can add a document in
addition to a comment.

l Remove a document: In the Documents section, click
to remove the document.

l Reorder documents: Drag a document up or down.

2. Click Restart.

The process starts again.

Forward the process

If you want to forward the process, click Forward, and select the person that you want to
take action.

Approved submission

If an approver has approved a submission that you have initiated, you will, as process
owner, receive a task/smartmail with this response. Process participants will also receive a
notification that the process has been approved.

Open the task/smartmail and select one of these options: Close or Forward.

Close the process

l Click Close to close the process. A history document will be created and saved on
the case in WorkZone Client.

Forward the process

l Click Forward to forward the task to another person or organizational unit who
should then decide if the process should be closed.
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If you have approved a submission (as an approver), you will receive a notification in the form
of a task/smartmail with the title Submission approved when the submission is approved.

Reminder date reached

If an approver has not responded to a submission before the reminder date is reached, you
will, as process owner, receive a notification task/smartmail. The default reminder date is 24
hours before the response deadline, but your organization can define it differently.

See also Resend a task.

No response by deadline

If an approver has not responded to a submission in time, that is, if the process deadline has
passed, you will, as process owner, receive a Deadline reached task/smartmail.

Open the smarttask and click OK.
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Agency package
The WorkZone Process Agency package is an add-on package that supports handling of
processes within an agency.

With the Agency package installed, you can, for example, work with ministerial case pro-
cesses. The deadlines of a process can be changed and tailored for the needs of your
organization.

Prerequisite: The Agency package must be installed with the WorkZone Process
Extended package.

About ministerial processes

In the WorkZone Process Agency Package you can work with ministerial processes. You
can start a ministerial process manually in the same way as any other type of process or it
can be started automatically when a requisition is received from F2. It depends on how the
ministerial process is set up for your organization.

Phases in the Ministerial process

The ministerial process is a phase process consisting of 4 phases.

Phase Description

Distribution Phase for distribution of the process to a case handler. The distribution is
automatically started with a deadline of +3 hours from now.

Processing Phase for preparing the case. The phase usually includes manual tasks, but
the tasks can be supported by the use of hearing and submission processes.

Submission The deadline of the submission phase is usually specified from the point
where a basis or an extended submission is sent for approval. The deadline
is automatically set to – 2 days at 12:00 from the phase process deadline.
See Submission processes (Basis) and Extended submission processes.

Approval The final approval deadline, the deadline of the ministerial process, is
handled manually. The only exception is if the approval phase is handled in
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Phase Description

a combination with the features of the F2 Integration package.

You can see the phases and the current status for the ministerial process in the phase bar in
the smarttasks and in the Processes overview.

Deadlines

The deadlines are automatically suggested based on the process start but you can change
the deadlines according to your needs.

l The deadline of the Submission phase is set to be 2 days from the main deadline of
the Ministerial phase process at 12:00.

l If there are more than 3 hours until the main deadline of the Ministerial process, the
Distribution phase deadline is automatically set to the process start + 3 hours.

l If the Ministerial process deadline is in the past, no phase deadlines are set. You can
specify the deadlines manually.

The steps in a ministerial process

The steps below describe the standard setup of a ministerial process but your organization
may have configured the ministerial process in a different way in order to adapt to your organ-
ization's specific workflow. For information about configuration options, see Configure Min-
isterial Process in the WorkZone Process Administrator guide.

The process start

The process owner starts a ministerial process with one or more reference documents, spe-
cifies a deadline, and adds a case responsible who will accept the case responsibility.

When the process owner starts the process, a task is sent to the case responsible. The case
responsible can either accept, reject, or forward the task. Before responding, the case respons-
ible can change the process, for example by adding or removing contributors and documents,
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see Manage documents and actors on a task. When the case responsible accepts, he or
she also becomes the case handler on the case.

Note: If your organization has set up WorkZone Process to run with the F2 integ-
ration, the ministerial process is started automatically and information from the F2
requisition is merged into the distribution process. See F2 Integration package.

The case responsible responds

When the process owner starts the process, the case responsible is asked to respond to
the task and the flow of the process depends on the response.

l If a case responsible rejects the process, it is sent back to the process owner who
can then edit the document, change the contributors, or restart the process with
another case responsible.

l If the case responsible accepts the process, the task is sent to all contributors (if
any).

l The process owner is notified that the ministerial process has been accepted.

l If a case responsible has not responded to the task before the process deadline, a
smarttask is sent to the process owner (see No response by deadline).

The contributors respond

Once the case responsible has accepted the role as a case responsible, tasks are sent
automatically to all contributors. The employees or organizational units can either accept or
reject the role as contributor or forward the task to someone else. When all contributors
have replied and the distribution process is complete. The process owner is notified that
the distribution is completed and the ministerial process moves to the Processing phase.

Submit for approval

When the processing phase is complete either manually or handled by other processes, for
example a hearing process, the process owner can start the submission for approval. See
Start a basis submission process or Start an extended submission. The ministerial
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process remains in the Processing phase. Documents that have been added to the ministerial
process in the Distribution phase are suggested as documents for approval when the process
owner starts the submission process.

Note: The ministerial process may have been set up to move to the Submission phase
automatically.

Approval

Tasks are sent to the approvers who were specified in the extended submission process. The
approvers can either Respond to an extended or an advanced submission, Respond to an
extended or an advanced submission, Respond to an extended or an advanced submission,
Reject to, Respond to an extended or an advanced submission, or Respond to an extended
or an advanced submission. Once approved, the process owner is notified and can close the
extended submission process. The ministerial process moves to the next phase, which is the
Submission phase.

Note: The ministerial process may also have been set up to move to the Approval
phase automatically when the submission process reaches a specific employee or
organizational unit.

Finalize the ministerial process

To finalize the process, the process owner closes submission process, and the ministerial pro-
cess moves to the next phase, which is the Approval phase, and completes the ministerial pro-
cess.

The process history

The process responses are logged in the process history of each of the sub processes in the
ministerial process such as the extended distribution process and the extended submission
process.
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When a process is completed, a process history document is created. It is saved on the
case as a case document (a PDF  document with the document type PROHIST, History),
for example Distribution (Extended): Ministerial process.

Tip: You can see all responses for the ministerial process in the Processes over-
view.

Start a ministerial process

This topic describes the steps that take place in the different phases of the ministerial pro-
cess.

Start a ministerial process

When you start a ministerial process, you become the process owner. As the process
owner , you must enter information such as a case responsible and contributors , and ref-
erence documents.

1. Open, for example, a case from the Cases & Documents folder in Outlook.

2. Click Process on the ribbon.

If you start the process from your Outlook inbox and the email has been
saved on multiple cases, you can select a case from a list of these cases.

3. Click Ministerial. The case title that is applied in the Ministerial Processing
dialog box reflects the title of the case. This case title is inserted automatically
in the Title field but you can change the title.

4. Click in the Deadline field to select a deadline for the entire ministerial pro-
cess.

5. Optionally, in the Priority field, set the priority to High or Low. Normal is the
default value.

6. In the Description field, enter a description of the ministerial process.

7. Select a case responsible. Click in the Select case responsible field and
select a contact from the list. The contact can be either a person, for example,
a case handler, or an organizational unit.
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8. Select the document or documents that support the case. Click in the Reference
documents field and select one or more documents from the list, for example, a
case document and the saved email. The documents that appear on the list
depend on your access rights.

9. Optionally, select one or more contributors. Click in the Contributors field and
select one or more contributors from the list. A contributor can be either a person,
for example, a case handler, or an organizational unit.

10. Click Start.

Note: If your organization receives requisitions from F2, the ministerial process is star-
ted automatically.

The process is now in the Distribution phase and the distribution process starts.

l The case responsible receives a smarttask and is asked to accept the case respons-
ibility. The case responsible can make changes to the process before accepting the
case responsibility.

l The contributors receive a smarttask and are asked to accept the distributor role.

When all contributors of the distribution precess have replied, the ministerial process moves
to the Processing phase.

During the processing phase, the case handler works with the case and prepares it for
approval.
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Submit for approval

Once the Processing phase is completed, the next step is to start a submission process
(Basis or Extended) in order to send the case for approval.

You can start the submission from Outlook, from the Office applications, or WorkZone Cli-
ent.

l Click Process > Submission (Basis) or Submission (Extended).

See Start a basis submission process or Start an extended submission.

The ministerial process now moves to the Submission phase and an email is sent to the
approver.

When the submission process reaches a specific approver, the ministerial process moves
to the Approval phase. The approver may be an employee or an organizational unit, which
has been assigned a specific process role.

Once, the approver has approved the case, the process owner is notified and can close the
submission process.

Close the ministerial process

To close the ministerial process, move it forward once.

l In the Processes overview, right-click on the ministerial process, and then click
Move forward.
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SmartPost package
The WorkZone Process SmartPost package is an add-on package that allows you to send
messages from organizations to case parties in WorkZone as well as receive replies to mes-
sages from case parties in the digital mailbox of an organization. Both sent and received mes-
sages are saved on cases in WorkZone.

About SmartPost messages

The SmartPost process is used to send messages to, for example, citizens, companies, or
organizations that are registered as case parties on a case in WorkZone.

With the SmartPost process, you can:

l Send messages electronically by digital mail (Digital Post) to e-Boks or generate
physical letters for remote print to Strålfors or KMD Print Center through KMD
OneTooX.

l Receive replies to messages from case parties in your organization’s digital mailbox,
which are then saved on cases in WorkZone.

Sent messages and replies to messages are saved on the current case.

With the SmartPost process, you can send messages through the following channels:

l Digital mail - The message is sent to the recipient's inbox in e-Boks.

l Remote print - The message is sent to Strålfors or KMD Print Center that handles the
printing, putting letters in envelopes, and handing over to PostNord.

l Local print - You, as a WorkZone user, receive an email with the message attached
in PDF format that you can print, put in an envelope, and send manually.

Starting the SmartPost process

You can start a SmartPost process fromWorkZone Client from either a case or a document or
fromWorkZone for Office. Note that you cannot start SmartPost processes from cases that
have the SJ-TEMP case group (temporary case group) assigned.

When you start the SmartPost process, you must fill in information such as message title, let-
ter template, documents to include, recipients, and copy recipients in a Send SmartPost dia-
log box before sending the message.
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The Send SmartPost dialog box has a General tab and an Advanced tab. The General
tab includes the basic mandatory information that you need to supply in order to start the
SmartPost process and send a message. The Advanced tab includes specific optional set-
tings or, in some cases, settings that are specific to your organization.

SmartPost message creation

When you start a SmartPost process, messages are created on the basis of the selected let-
ter and attachements. Information about the case parties, such as name, address inform-
ation, and the documents you want to include, is merged into one PDF document, which is
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then included in the message. After merging the data, the SmartPost process sends the mes-
sage to the recipients and copy recipients that you have selected. The sent messages are
saved on the current case together with a history document that summarizes the actions dur-
ing the sending process. The sent documents inherits the document type and document group
from the letter document.

For instructions on how to fill in information in the Send SmartPost dialog box, see Start a
SmartPost process.

Note: If you send to e-Boks, you can also choose to send the letter and attachments as
separate PDF documents. This is useful if you know that the recipient will want to for-
ward an individual attachment to a 3rd party.

Use of content controls

To fully benefit from the SmartPost way of merging information automatically in to the doc-
uments in the SmartPost message, for example, name and address information of recipients
and copy recipients, you must use content controls in the documents. In this way, the
SmartPost process ensures that up-to-date information is merged in to the SmartPost mes-
sage. For example, if the letter document contains content controls that represent the recip-
ient's name and address, the name and address will be merged automatically from the
WorkZone contact into the SmartPost message. Contact information is also merged into the
cover pages that are created in connection with Protected addresses and Copy recipients.

Note: If a contact's address is marked as protected, the address information will be hid-
den.

You insert content controls using Microsoft Word. Your organization may also have created a
letter template that already contains the necessary content controls.

Please see Templates and content controls in the WorkZone for Office User Guide, or contact
your WorkZone system responsible for help.
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Start a SmartPost process

Send a SmartPost message

1. Select Process > SmartPost from either a case or a document page in
WorkZone Client or fromWorkZone for Office.

2. Enter a title in the Title field. By default, the title of the current case is used.
When you select a letter, the title changes to the name of the letter auto-
matically. You can change the title. The title will be used as the name of the
process and as the title of the email that is sent to the recipient's inbox in e-
Boks.

3. If you started the process from a case, select a letter document in the Letter
field. If you started the process from a document, this document is already
selected in the Letter field.

Requirements for the letter

To send a letter by SmartPost, the document that is used as the letter needs to fulfill
the following requirements:

l The document must be a Word document (docx or docm) or a Word tem-
plate (dotx or dotm).

l The document must not have the states UP (Personal draft) or O (Inform-
ation).

l The document must not be empty.

l The document must be saved on the current case.

Standard letters

If your organization has enabled use of standard letters, you can click the Standard
letter option, and then select a letter from a list of standard letters provided by your
organization. A standard letter is a letter with predefined content that you can use as
it is without making any changes.
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Note that if the standard letter includes case handler information from the case, the pro-
cess owner will be inserted as the case handler when SmartPost merges information
into standard letters.

The approval option is disabled when you select a standard letter.

GDPR classification

If your organization has applied GDPR support for SmartPost, you can only send doc-
uments with certain document classifications as defined by your organization. For
example, it may not be allowed to include documents with the document classifications
Confidential and Personal in a SmartPost message.

Allowed documents

Your organization may have defined rules that restrict which documents are allowed to
be sent through SmartPost. If this is the case, the list of documents to select from will
only contain documents that comply with the rules.

An organization may use both GDPR classification and custom rules to restrict which
documents can be sent through SmartPost.

SmartPost merges information, such as name and address, into this document
if the letter contains content controls that represent name and address inform-
ation.

Important: Be careful if you edit the letter document. Do not remove content
controls or replace them with text in the letter document as information will
not be merged automatically in to the SmartPost message. See Use of con-
tent controls.

The document number content control

If a letter document contains a Document number content control, the merged PDF doc-
ument will show the document number of the merged PDF document and not the doc-
ument number of the original letter (the Word document). If the SmartPost message has
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copy recipients, the copies will also show the document number of the merged PDF
document.

The document title content control

If a letter document contains a Document title content control, the merged PDF doc-
ument will show the title of the merged PDF document. If the SmartPost message
has copy recipients, the copies will also show the document title of the merged PDF
document.

4. Select the Delete original letter after sending check box, if you want the letter
to be deleted automatically after the message has been sent. This can be use-
ful if the letter is written for the current dispatch only, and you want to clean up
WorkZone. All dispatch information is stored on the case, so no information
will be lost.

5. Under Attachments, select the documents you want to attach to the message.
By default, the list shows the documents of the current case, but you can add
other documents that you have access to.

You cannot add documents with the states UP (Personal draft), AFS
(Closed), or O (Information) as attachments, and the documents must not be
empty.

Allowed documents

If the list of documents to select from does not contain all the documents that you
expect to see, it is because your organization has a restriction on which documents
are allowed to be sent through SmartPost. For example, an organization may only
allow that documents with certain confidentiality levels can be sent through
SmartPost.

6. Under Recipients, select who you want to send the message to. You can
choose to select parties from the current case or other contacts. Select a type
of contact to narrow your search, and then select recipients from the list of con-
tacts.
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When you have selected a letter, the parties with the role Recipient on the
selected letter are added automatically to the list of recipients. You can remove
these recipients and replace them with other recipients.

7. Under Copy recipients, select who you want to send the message to as copy
recipients in the same way as you selected recipients above.

When you have selected a letter, the parties with the role Copy recipient on the
selected letter are added automatically to the list of copy recipients. You can
remove these recipients and replace them with other recipients.

8. Select the dispatch sequence in the Dispatch sequence field. The dispatch
sequence defines the channels that will be used in a prioritized order.

If, for example, you select Send by digital post or else remote print or else
local print, SmartPost will try to send the message to e-Boks first. If, for some
reason, the sending is not successful, the message will be sent to remote print.
If this sending is also unsuccessful, the message will be sent to you in an email
for you to print locally.

Note: If you see the message The recipient with id <CPR number> is not sub-
scribing to the material ID <material ID>"?, you are trying to send the mes-
sage to a recipient who is not registered as an e-Boks user. See Why do I
get the message The recipient with id <CPR number> i s not subscribing to
the material ID <material ID>"? in the SmartPost FAQ.

Default dispatch sequences

The default dispatch sequences are listed below, but your organization may have
defined other dispatch sequences.

Dispatch type 1st priority
2nd pri-
ority

3rd pri-
ority

Send by digital mail or else remote print or else
local print

Digital
mail

Remote
print

Local
print

Send by remote print or else local print Remote Local print
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Dispatch type 1st priority
2nd pri-
ority

3rd pri-
ority

print

Send by local print Local print

Send by digital mail or else local print Digital
post

Local print

Why do I get the message The recipient with id <CPR number> i s not subscribing to the
material ID <material ID>"?

9. Select a material in the e-Boks material field. The materials on the list are
defined by your organization and e-Boks. For example, you may be able to
select a material that enables the recipients to reply to the message that you
are about to send.

10. In the Print type field, select how you want the letter to be printed.

A print type specifies how Strålfors or KMD Print Center prints and handles
the message, for example, it specifies the size of the page and envelope, A
or B post, simple- or double-sided, and so on.

Default print types

By default, SmartPost includes the following print types. It is possible to reconfigure
the types.

Name
Postage cat-
egory

Urgency
level

Single-sided/-
double-sided

Print color
Envelope
type

Standard mail -
black/white

Economic Normal Double-sided Black/White C5

Standard mail -
color

Economic Normal Double-sided Color C4

Standard mail -
color - single-sided

Economic Normal Single-sided Color C5

Urgent mail - black- Priority Normal Double-sided Black/White C4
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Name
Postage cat-
egory

Urgency
level

Single-sided/-
double-sided

Print color
Envelope
type

/white

Urgent mail - color Priority High Double-sided Color C4

Urgent mail - color -
single-sided

Priority Normal Single-sided Color C5

Registered mail Registered Normal Double-sided Black/White C5

Registered mail
with receipt

Registered
with receipt

Normal Duoble-sided Black/White C5

Served mail Served mail Normal Double-sided Black/White C5

11. Select the Send attachments as separate documents (e-Boks) check box if you
want to send the attachments as separate PDF documents when sending the
message to e-Boks.

l This option will only take effect if e-Boks is part of the selected dispatch
sequence.

l Recipients will receive a message with separate PDF documents
whereas copy recipients will still receive one merged PDF document.

l You can see in the history document whether this option has been selec-
ted. The Send attachments as separate documents (e-Boks) field will be
set to Yes.

Note: You will only see this option if your organization has turned on this fea-
ture, and depending on your organization's setup, the message to the recip-
ients may be split in one of the following ways:

l A PDF document with the letter and the attachments merged together and
separate PDF documents for each of the attachments.

l A PDF document with only the letter and separate PDF documents for
each of the attachments.
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12. Select the Preview check box if you want to preview the messages in the dis-
patch before sending it. The messages are sent to you as an attached PDF
documents in a smarttask. You can then review, approve, and/or handle the
messages manually, or undo the dispatch. See Respond to a SmartPost task.

If you approve, the SmartPost messages are sent to the recipients. If you
undo, the SmartPost process is left undone and the case is left unchanged.

Letter date

The letter date in the PDF document and the Letter date field on the document detail
page show the date when the PDF document was created and the SmartPost mes-
sage was sent for preview.

Depending on your organization, SmartPost may be set up to update the letter date
with the preview date before the SmartPost message is sent. This is to ensure that
the letter date is correct even if an internal preview process takes a few days.

13. Select the Approval check box if you want to send the messages in the dis-
patch to the case handler for approval before sending it. The messages are
sent as attached PDF documents in a smarttask to the case handler. The case
handler can then approve, handle manually, forward to another employee, or
reject the messages. See Respond to a SmartPost task.

If another user but the case handler of the letter document starts the
SmartPost process, the SmartPost process always suggests to send the
message for approval (the check box is always selected). This is to ensure
that the responsible case handler sees the message before it is sent in
his/her name. You can turn off the approval by clearing the Approval check
box.

If the case handler (or the employee to whom the smarttask was forwarded)
approves, the messages are sent. If the case handler rejects, you will, as the
process owner, receive a notification smarttask. When you click Done in the
smarttask to acknowledge the notification, the generated PDF documents
are deleted. The case is left unchanged.

Letter date
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The letter date in the PDF document and the Letter date field on the document detail
page show the date when the PDF document was created and the SmartPost message
was sent for approval.

Depending on your organization, WorkZone Process may be set up to update the letter
date with the approval date before the SmartPost message is sent. This is to ensure that
the letter date is correct even if an internal approval process takes a few days.

Note: If you do not see the Approval check box, it is because your organ-
ization does not use the approval step in the SmartPost process and has dis-
abled the check box.

14. Enter an approval deadline. If the deadline is exceeded, you will be informed by
email.

15. Optionally, click the Advanced tab if you want to close the case after successful
completion of the process, or change the case state when the process starts.

16. Click Start to start the process.

What happens during the process?

When a SmartPost process is started, the SmartPost messages are created on the basis of
the selected letter document and attachments, if any. The messages are created by merging
data on the selected case with contact data on the recipients and copy recipients into a PDF
document which contains both the letter and attachments, which is included in the messages
as the main letter. If you send a message to e-Boks, you can also choose to send attachments
as separate PDF documents in the message.

The process creates one message for each of the main recipients and one message for each
of the copy recipients per selected main recipient.

For example, if you have selected two recipients and three copy recipients, one message will
be created for each of the main recipients and two messages for each of the copy recipients
(eight messages in total).

The messages are sent to all recipients at the same time.
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Note: Supplementary documents are not included in the message.

All sent data is saved on the current case together with a History document.

Protected addresses

The SmartPost process hides address information automatically if the contacts have pro-
tected addresses. It means that only the recipient's name is shown in the messages (never
the full address).

The recipient who has a protected address will receive a message with only the name, but
this message also includes a cover page with the complete address information and inform-
ation about the address not being passed on. This way, the mailman can still deliver the
mail to the recipient.

Prerequisite: Both the letter document and the cover page must contain content con-
trols that represent name and address information. See Use of content controls.
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Note: If you have selected the Send attachments as separate documents (e-Boks)
check box because you want to send attachments as separate PDF documents (see
step 11), the message will not include a protected address cover page. The cover page
is only used for local and remote print where the address information is needed to
deliver the letter.

Copy recipients

The SmartPost process generates a cover page as part of the message that the copy recip-
ients receive. The cover page displays the name of the copy recipient and address inform-
ation and describes why this is a copy. A watermark is inserted on all pages except on the
cover page.

Prerequisite: Both the letter document and the cover page must contain content con-
trols that represent name and address information. See Use of content controls.
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Note: Your WorkZone administrator can change the default watermark text KOPI to
another text using WorkZone Configurator.

Cancel a SmartPost process

You can cancel a SmartPost process from the Processes overview.

History document

When all messages have been sent, a history document is saved on the current case. The
document is an archived document that summarizes the actions during the sending pro-
cess. The document contains the following information:

l Dispatch dates such as the start and end dates of the dispatch and the date when
the final status of the message is registered.

l The name of the employee who started the process.

l Overall status information that is set to Success if the dispatch is successful. If a
dispatch cannot be sent due to errors, the overall status will be either:

l Failed

l Partly succeeded

l Undefined

An error code and a description will be shown in the Status field next to each
recipient who did not receive the message.

l The selected dispatch sequence, for example Send by digital mail else remote
print else local print.

l Recipients and their roles.

l Sent by, which shows the dispatcher that was used, for example e-Boks,
OneTooX, Strålfors, or local print.

l External ID, which is used to track the delivery of the message.

If the message is sent through e-Boks and the field contains an ID, it means that
the dispatch is completed and that e-Boks has acknowledged the receipt of the
message.
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l Status, which show the status of the message sent to each recipient. If the dispatch
was successful, the status will be Completed. If it has failed, an error code and a
description will be shown.

l A list of documents included in the message.

l The actions that were made in the Send SmartPost dialog box, for example,
approvals.

Note: While the sending process is in progress, you will see a "Preliminary" watermark
across the history document and "Preliminary" is included in the name of the history doc-
ument.

On the case, you will find the generated and sent PDF documents as supplementary doc-
uments below the history document. If, for example, you have sent messages to 5 recipients,
you will see five supplementary documents below the history document, each containing the
letter and merged contact and address information. If you have sent the message to copy
recipients, the supplementary documents will contain an exact copy of the main recipient's let-
ter with a "Copy" watermark and cover page, see Copy recipients.
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Additional information about sent documents

Information tab

If you open a PDF document and click the Information tab, you will find the following addi-
tional information about the document:

Shipment
channel

Information about the dispatcher that was used to send the SmartPost mes-
sage.

PDF
count

The number of generated PDF documents. The number corresponds to the
number of recipients and copy recipients that are part of the dispatch.

Print
option
type

The print type used if documents were sent using remote print. This is the print
type that you have selected in the Send SmartPost dialog box. The information
will be shown even if SmartPost uses a different dispatcher.

Shipment
role

Information about the recipient role. The role can be either recipient or copy
recipient.

Workflow
instance
id

Information about the process ID. The information is added to all documents
that are generated by the SmartPost process. The information includes a GUID
(Globally Unique Identifier) that identifies the WorkZone process.

You can, for example, use the information if you suspect that something is
wrong with a specific dispatch. A WorkZone system responsible will need this
ID to analyze the details of the dispatch.
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Respond to a SmartPost task

You receive a SmartPost task, if you want to preview the SmartPost dispatch before you send
it or if you have been assigned to approve a SmartPost dispatch, because you are the case
handler on the letter document. You have the following reply options:

Note: You must open the smarttask to be able to use the response buttons.

Approve

If you approve a SmartPost dispatch, the messages are sent to the recipients right away.

Manual

Click Manual if you want to print the SmartPost messages on your local printer and handle the
dispatch manually. The dispatch is canceled, but the PDF documents that the SmartPost pro-
cess has generated are saved on the case for you to process manually.

Undo (preview)

If you undo the SmartPost dispatch, the dispatch is canceled and the PDF documents that the
SmartPost process has generated are deleted. The original documents are kept as is on the
case.

Reject (approval)

If you reject the SmartPost dispatch, the SmartPost process owner is notified in a smarttask
that you have rejected the approval. When the process owner clicks Done in the notification
smarttask, the dispatch is canceled and the PDF documents that the SmartPost process has
generated are deleted.

Forward

You can forward a SmartPost dispatch to someone else to preview or approve before sending
it.
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Receive messages from e-Boks

Citizens, companies, and authorities can send messages to your organization from e-Boks.
The received messages can either be replies to messages sent fromWorkZone or they can
be unsolicited messages.

Replies

When SmartPost receives a message from e-Boks, it is checked if the message is a reply
to a message that was sent fromWorkZone as part of a SmartPost process. If the message
is a reply, it is saved as a document on the case that contains the original message along
with any supplementary documents.

Unsolicited messages

When SmartPost receives an unsolicited message, the message is saved as a document
with possible supplementary documents on a predefined default case.

If subunits such as different authorities or subdivisions in your organization have specific
mailboxes in e-Boks, unsolicited messages that are received in these mailboxes will be
saved on predefined subunit cases that function as dossiers corresponding to each of the
subunits' mailboxes.

What happens when a message is saved in WorkZone?

If the received message includes attachments, the attachments become supplementary
documents on the document that is created. Meta data are automatically added to the main
document and to any supplementary documents as shown in the tables below.

Main document

The main document automatically gets the following meta data:

Field Description

Title The title of the message specified by the sender in e-Boks.

Document The document type is set to Incoming (I) by default.
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Field Description

type

State
l If the message is a reply, the document gets the state Archived
(ARK).

l If the message is an unsolicited message, the document gets the
state Locked draft (UL).

l When a reply to a message is saved on a default case because the
case to which replies to a specific e-Boks message are saved is
closed, the document gets the state Locked draft (UL). See What hap-
pens if a case is closed?

Origin The origin of the document is set to DP, DigitalPost by default.

Letter
date

The date that e-Boks assigns to the message. This is the date on which the
sender sends the message from e-Boks.

In addition, the following information is added to the Information tab of the main document:

Information
type

Information

Answer to
case

If the message is a reply to a message, and the case from which the original
message was sent cannot be found or is closed, the reply will be saved on a
default case. This field displays the case number of the case that the original
message was sent from.

Shipment
Id

A message from e-Boks contains an e-Boks ID that identifies the message. You
can use this ID if you want to contact e-Boks about a message.

Digital post
source
CPR

If the sender is a citizen, the sender's CPR number is saved on the document in
the Digital post source CPR information type field.

Digital post
source
CVR

If the sender is an organization, the sender's CVR number is saved on the doc-
ument in the Digital post source CVR information type field.
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Information
type

Information

Digital post
source

If the sender is an authority that has sent the message by using a sender system
without CVR setup, the name of the authority is saved on the document in the
Digital post source information type field.

Supplementary documents

Any attachments to the message are saved as supplementary documents with the fol-
lowing meta data:

Field Description

Title The file name of the supplementary document becomes the title of the sup-
plementary document in WorkZone.

Document
type

Supplementary documents always get the document type Document.

State If the message is a reply, the supplementary document gets the state Archived
(ARK). If the message is an unsolicited message, the supplementary doc-
uments gets the state Locked draft (UL).

Origin The origin of the document is set to DP (DigitalPost) by default.

Parties

If the received message includes sender information such as a CPR number, a CVR num-
ber, or a name of an authority, and the contact exists in WorkZone, the sender will be
added as a party on the main document.

Note: SmartPost must be configured to add parties automatically. See Configure
CPR and CVR in the WorkZone Process Administrator Guide.
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What happens if a case is closed?

If a case is closed, WorkZone will try to save a received message on it. By default, SmartPost
is configured to allow opening of closed cases but your organization may have turned off this
configuration. Depending on the case type and whether your organization uses corporate
access codes, the following will happen.

No corporate access codes

Replies

l If the message is a reply to a message sent fromWorkZone, and the corresponding
case is closed, the message is saved on the default case. The default case is always
open.

Unsolicited messages

l If the default case or a subunit's case is closed, the case is reopened and the mes-
sage is saved on it. The case will stay open. This is the default behavior.

l If your organization has configured WorkZone to not allow reopening of closed
cases, the message will be saved on the default case. The default case is always
open.

Corporate access codes

Replies

l If the message is a reply to a message sent fromWorkZone, and the corresponding
case is closed, the case will be reopened and the message will be saved on it and
the case will remain open. This is the default behavior.

l If your organization has configured WorkZone to not allow reopening of closed
cases, the message will be saved on the subunit's case. If the subunit's case is also
closed, it will be saved on the default case. The default case is always open.

WorkZone identifies the authority's case based on a unique identifier in the
received message. The identifier refers to the case from which the original mes-
sage was sent. WorkZone determines the authority based on the user who created
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the case and the authority that this user belongs to. The reply is saved on the
authority's case. If the authority's case is not found, the message is saved on the
default case.

Unsolicited messages

l If a subunit's case is closed, the case is reopened and the message is saved on it.
The case will stay open. This is the default behavior.

l If your organization has configured WorkZone to not allow reopening of closed
cases, the message will be saved on a default case. The default case is always
open.

Note: Your organization may have mapped specific authorities to cases that
function as dossiers. An authority can only be mapped to one case. See
Handling receipt of messages on closed cases in the WorkZone Process
Administrator Guide.

SmartPost FAQs

This section contains a list of frequently asked questions about the SmartPost process.
Click any question below to see the answer.

Digital mail

Why do I get the message The recipient with id <CPR number> i s not subscribing to the
material ID <material ID>"?

You see this message if you have selected a dispatch sequence that only includes digital
mail and you have selected a recipient who is:

l Registered as an e-Boks user but not to the material ID that you have selected.

l Not registered as an e-Boks user.

l Exempted from digital mail.
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In this case you can try to select another material ID. If you still get the error, you can remove
the recipient and start the process again to send the message to any other recipients that you
have selected, and then send a separate message to the recipient who is not registered as
an e-Boks user using another dispatcher.

If possible, you can also select a dispatch sequence that includes more dispatch options
such as remote print and local print. The SmartPost process will then try to send the message
using the next dispatcher in the dispatch sequence, for example through remote print.

Remote print

How long time does it take Strålfors to reject a letter, if the recipient's address is missing from
the letter?

It depends on Strålfors, but it happens within about a minute.

Why can't I send a letter through remote print?

There may be several reasons:

l Some address information is probably missing. SmartPost can only send letters to
remote print, if as minimum Name 1, Address 1 and Postcode are filled in for the con-
tact.

l The postcode is 1000, you cannot sent a letter using remote print. Letters with this
postcode go to local print local print directly, if the recipient is not a registered as a
digital mail user and the dispatch sequence includes local print.

l The address is a foreign address, the SmartPost process sends the country code
and only the post code if it is 4 digits long as Strålfors cannot receive it. If the foreign
post code has a different format, the SmartPost process sends 0000 as the postcode.
The post code is not show in the letter. The postcode must be filled in using one of
the Adress fields.
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Local print

How long time does it take until the case handler receives a smartmail saying that the letter
must be sent through local print?

It depends on a number of circumstances. Usually it happens within a few minutes from
the time that SmartPost has identified local print as the channel to use. It depends on
whether local print is selected directly or the message is tried sent through other dis-
patchers first.

If for some reason, there is an error in the communication with a dispatcher, SmartPost will
try to send the message several times. The number of retries depends on your organ-
ization's SmartPost configuration.

The time that it takes for Exchange to deliver the smartmail varies from one organization to
the other.
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Monitor mailboxes
WorkZone Process can be set up to monitor specific mailboxes and save incoming emails on
cases.

Receive emails from a monitored mailbox

When emails are received from a monitored mailbox, incoming emails are automatically
saved on cases.

An incoming email is saved on a case based on the information in the title of the email.

l If an email title contains a case number in brackets, for example "[00001234-2016]",
and the case exists, the email is saved on this case.

l If an email title does not contain a case number in brackets, all incoming emails are
saved on the default case.

l If there is no case number in an email title or a default case is not identified, a new
case is created for the individual email. The new case gets the title of the mail sub-
ject.

Tip: In WorkZone Client, search for cases with case numbers starting with "SJ-
TEMP" to see these cases.

Unsaved emails

It may happen that incoming emails are not saved on cases due to issues in the emails or and
their attachments. You must save these emails manually on cases.

Your organization may have decided to separate faulty emails from the emails in the mon-
itored mailbox to get a better overview of emails that need to be handled manually. It is pos-
sible to set up that faulty emails are moved to a specific subfolder and that a user is notified
when an email is not saved automatically. For more information, see Mailbox Monitor in the
WorkZone Process Administrator Guide.
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F2 Integration package
The F2 Integration package is an add-on package that allows you to use a phase process
to handle communication between work groups that use F2 and WorkZone.

When an F2 requisition that requires information from your work group is issued from F2,
you can handle the case as a phase process in WorkZone Process.

Based on the F2 requisitions that are registered in your work group's mailbox, cases are
automatically created, processes are started, and the parties of a case receive tasks as
emails according to their roles on the case.

Receive an F2 requisition

You can handle F2 requisitions using the work routines that you normally use to handle
cases and processes.

F2 requisitions to WorkZone users

When an F2 requisition is sent, the following happens in WorkZone:

l A case is created in WorkZone. The case reflects the purpose of the F2 requisition
in the case title and case text. Documents and other meta data are added to the
case according to the F2 requisition.
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Note: You can view the requisition ID on the Information tab on the case.

l A phase process of the type Ministerial is started with suggestions for deadlines and
stakeholders.

l F2 information about sender and copy recipients is merged to descriptions in the fol-
lowing places:

l The Ministerial process description. The Extended distribution process descrip-
tion, which is started as part of the Ministerial process, inherits the description
from the Ministerial process. The information is available in the distribution
smarttask.

l Case text on the case.

Updated requisitions

If an F2 requisition is updated and recent, the case with the corresponding requisition ID is
updated:

l The case title and phase process title is updated. The text in the square brackets in
the title is changed according to what is defined in F2, for example [Ministersvar på
henvendelse (Minister reply to requisition)] Bestilling: Test af ekstern bestilling.
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l The case text and the Ministerial process description is updated if they are defined
in the updated F2 requisition. Note that the Extended distribution process, which is
started as part of the Ministerial process, is not updated.

l The deadline of the Ministerial phase process is adjusted if the updated F2 requis-
ition contains a change of the deadline.

l The case handler and the mailbox that receives information about requisitions are
notified in a email that the F2 requisition has been updated.

Cancelled requisitions

If an F2 requisition is cancelled, the following happens in WorkZone:

l The Ministerial phase process that is started on the case with the corresponding
requisition ID is cancelled.

l The case handler and the mailbox that receives information about requisitions are
notified about the cancellation of the F2 requisition in a email.

l The sub processes are not cancelled. You have to handle them manually.

Note: The case will not be closed. Processes on the case that are not related to the
cancelled F2 requisition are not affected and will still be active.

F2 requisition tasks and notifications

You are automatically notified about F2 requisition tasks that await your action. You can
also be notified about requisitions sent to other work groups. Notifications about requis-
itions to other work groups are just for your information and they do not involve any tasks
on your part.

When an F2 requisition is sent to you, you are notified as follows:

l You receive a smarttask that asks you to accept case ownership. This means that
within your work group, you are defined as the person to receive and process F2
requisitions so when an F2 requisition is sent, it is automatically passed along to
you.
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l You receive a smarttask that asks you to accept the role as a case contributor. This
means that a colleague of yours has been appointed as the owner of a case and he
or she has added you as a contributor to ask for your input.

When an F2 requisition is sent to another work group with your work group on the CC line,
you are notified with the following message:

l Your work group's F2 Information mailbox receives a smarttask with links to the
requisition and the case.

Processing of F2 requisition tasks

From the point where a case is created and a distribution is started, the subsequent tasks
available are similar to the usual user tasks in WorkZone Process. When the requisition is to
be returned, follow the guidelines to return input: Return input to F2.

Return input to F2

When a requisition has been processed in your work group, you can return the case using the
F2 Delivery process task.

1. In Outlook, select Cases and Documents > Open Cases > F2 case, and then
select Process.
-or-
In WorkZone Client, select a case and then select Process.

2. Select the case that has been processed, and then select Process > F2 Delivery.

3. Optionally, in the Additional CC receivers field, add recipients in the work group,
that will be notified about the delivery.

Note: The documents available on the Documents list are approved documents from
the extended submission that was most recently approved on the same case. For more
information, see Approved documents included in replies to the F2 department.
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Note: The delivery is sent to an F2 mailbox and to one or more users that are set up
for this type of delivery. For more information, see F2 integration in the WorkZone Pro-
cess Administrator Guide.

Approved documents included in replies to the F2 department

When an F2 delivery is opened, approved documents from the extended submission that
was most recently approved on the same case are available in the Documents section.
The documents are retrieved from submissions in the following order of priority:

1. Approved documents from the submission that was most recently completely
closed.

2. Approved documents from the submission that most recently reached the state
of pending to be closed.
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Interact integration
WorkZone Process can retrieve data that users have entered in digital forms created with
WorkZone Interact and automatically perform actions on cases, documents, and contacts.

Prerequisite: WorkZone Process must be configured to retrieve data fromWorkZone
Interact. It requires that an Interact connector service workflow is set up. See Interact
integration in the WorkZone Process Administrator Guide.

Receive data from Interact forms

When users submit information using digital forms that have been created with WorkZone
Interact, WorkZone retrieves the information and creates new cases or updates existing cases
automatically. The following actions are performed automatically in WorkZone:

l A new case is created with the case title, case group, and case text that the user has
specified in the form. Information is also inserted into other fields on the case cor-
responding to fields that users have filled in in the Interactform. If the case already
exists in WorkZone, the case will be updated.

l Documents that a user has attached to the form are added to the case. The doc-
uments are created with the document title that the user has specified in the form.

If a user specifies a document title in the form, the title will be applied to all
attached documents. If the user does not specify a title, the file names of the
attached documents will be used as document titles.

l A new contact is created of the type that the user has specified, for example persons
with CPR or companies with CVR. If a contact already exists in WorkZone, it will be
added as a party on the case.

In addition to attached documents, a PDF document is always added to the case. The PDF
document shows what the user has submitted through the form. The PDF document has an
XML document as a supplementary document. The XML document is the corresponding tech-
nical document. It has the same content as the PDF document but also additional meta data
about the submitted data.
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On the Information tab, you will see an Interact reference ID if the case has been created
or updated automatically through an Interact form.

Note: A new reference ID, a PDF document, and an XML document will be added to
the case every time the case is updated by Interact
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Case Activities package
The Case Activities package supports the case handling process by providing a predefined
list of activities that must be carried out in relation to a specific case.

Activity lists are created based on common case workflows in an organization. Users with
administrative rights create the activity lists and make them available for use throughout the
organization.

An activity list may consist of activities that are dependent of each other and therefore must be
carried out in a specific order, for example, activities connected to a hiring process such as
registration of applications, booking interviews, follow-up meetings, and so on. An activity list
may also consist of activities that are unordered and independent of each other, for example,
a check list with items that need to be followed up on in no particular order.

Example: An activity list that contains activities in a hiring workflow.

You work with case activities in WorkZone Client. For information on how to work with case
activities inWorkZone Client, see Case activities in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

For information about how to create and configure case activity lists, see Case activities in the
WorkZone Process Administrator Guide and Case Activities in the WorkZone Configurator
Administrator Guide.
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Work with actor sequences
You can select an actor sequence when you, for example, start a process. An actor
sequence is an ordered list of actors, for example, approvers.

Prerequisite: Actor sequences must be created in WorkZone Client before you can
use them in WorkZone Process. See Work with actor sequences in the WorkZone
Client User Guide.
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Click and select an actor sequence. The actors are added to the Actors list (or

Approvers, depending on the type of process). You can change the order of the contacts and
delete the ones that you do not need.
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Work with delegates
You can allow others to act on your behalf by setting up one or more delegates. You can
select one or more delegates to act on your behalf in WorkZone Client - see Add, edit, or
remove delegates in the WorkZone Client User Guide.

A delegate has access to seeing and responding to your tasks from two places:

l The Processes overview.

l From your inbox. The person you are a delegate for can allow you access to his or
her inbox in Outlook. If you have access, you can respond to smarttasks from that
person's inbox.

To respond to a task of a person that you are a delegate for, follow these steps:

1. Open the Processes overview.

2. Open a list that contains the relevant process, for example, All active. See
View a list.

3. Expand the relevant process and right-click on the task that you want to
respond to.

4. Respond to the task.

See also Manage documents and actors on a task and Open a task from the Processes
Overview.

Access to tasks

Different access rights can be defined on tasks. One of the following access rights may be
defined on a task:

l Only you can see and respond (available in the extended package).

l You and your delegates can see and respond (default in both the basis and the
extended package).

l Everyone can see and respond (available in the extended package).

See also View who a contact is delegate for in the WorkZone Client User Guide.
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Use departments in processes
When working with processes, you might want to be able to use a unit or a department as, for
example, the responsible contact for or as a contributor in a process. This would be instead of
or in addition to adding individual actors in the process.

To use a unit or a department as an actor in a process, the unit or department must exist as a
contact of the type Unit and this contact must be assigned an email address. Furthermore, to
respond to tasks, employees must be set up as delegates for the department.

Say that on a regular basis you send out hearings to have one or more employees participate.
But you may not know who in the department will actually deal with the hearing. If you use a
department as an actor in the process, any employee who is set up as a delegate for the
department can respond to the hearing.

Assign an email address to a department

In order for a department to receive tasks, the department must have an email address. To
assign an email address to a department, you simply add the email information to the depart-
ment contact inWorkZone Client. For more information, see Manage contacts in theWorkZone
Client User Guide.

Set up delegates for a department

Delegates are employees in a department that should be able to access the smarttasks that
are sent to the department.

Delegates are set up on the contact inWorkZone Client. For more information, see Add, edit or
remove delegates for a contact in theWorkZone Client User Guide.

Prerequisite: To work with delegates, you need to be assigned the
PROCESSADM role. The PROCESSADM role allows you to manage delegates for all
contacts.

For more information, see Work with delegates.
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Allow access to delegates in Outlook

Delegates for a unit can be allowed access to the unit's mailbox from Microsoft Outlook. By
setting up delegate access from Microsoft Outlook, you can give someone permission to
act on your behalf and thus access user tasks from Microsoft Outlook.

For more information about how to manage delegates' access to a mailbox, see Manage
another person's mail and calendar items in Microsoft Office Support.

If access from Microsoft Outlook is not set up for an employee, the employee cannot access
user tasks from Microsoft Outlook. However, the employee can still access tasks from the
Process Overview.
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History documents
When a process is complete, a history document is generated and saved on the case on
which the process was started. The document history provides a summary of the actions that
were executed during the process, who executed them and when. WorkZone Process
includes a default history document template that is used for all process types, but your organ-
ization may have created specific history documents for each type of process.

Note:

Not all processes generate history documents. Phase processes, for example, do not
generate history documents.

Except for the SmartPost process, no history document is generated if the process is
canceled. The SmartPost process generates a history document that informs that the pro-
cess was canceled.

Examples of history documents

A history document generated by a hearing process:
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The SmartPost history document looks a bit different:
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About notifications
You can receive notifications as emails in Outlook and as notifications that pop up on your
mobile device. The types of notifications that you can receive and the actions that can
cause the notifications to be sent are similar for the notifications received via and email and
mobile device.

Notifications via email

Email notifications must be enabled by your system administrator. For more information
about how to enable email notifications for one or more users, see Configure email noti-
fications in the WorkZone Process Administrator Guide.

Note: Before you decide to have email notifications enabled, consider the fact that
the number of emails that are generated as notifications can easily get very high.

Notifications via a mobile device

If you want to receive notifications on your mobile phone or tablet, you must have
WorkZone Mobile installed. For information on how to turn on notifications on mobile
device, see How can I receive notifications in the WorkZone Mobile User Guide.

Types of notifications

There are the following types of notifications.

Notifications for actors

You will get the following notifications on processes that you are an actor in. That is, when
you have active tasks assigned to you.

l You have a new task.

l Your task has been updated by another actor.

l Your task has reached its reminder date.
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l The response deadline of your task has been reached.

l Your task has been canceled by another actor.

l Your task has been made obsolete by another actor.

l The priority of your task has changed.

Notifications for the process owner

You will get the following notifications on processes that you have started yourself, or if you
are the delegate of the process owner.

l An actor performed an action.

l An actor updated the process title.

l An actor has a task that has reached its reminder date.

l An actor has a task that has reached its response deadline.

l An actor has canceled your process.

When relevant, you can perform various actions from the notification, for example, answer,
skip or reject.
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Troubleshooting
Click an issue below to see the solution or workaround.

Process cannot be started

If you try to start a process with actors that do not have sufficient access rights to the doc-
uments that you include on the process, you will be blocked.

The issue can be resolved by either changing the access rights of the documents or by
changing the actors of the process.

See Actors available for a process.

Actors not available for selection

If actors that you expect to see on a list for selection in a process are not available, the
reason could be that the case of the process is restricted.

See Actors available for a process.

The SmartPost process cannot start because the message is too large

When you click Start in the Send SmartPost dialog box, you get an error message that
says that the message you are about to send exceeds the maximum document size.

This means that your organization has set a maximum size of messages that the
SmartPost process can send. The limit is exceeded and therefore the process cannot start.
You can try to reduce the size of the message by splitting it in to several messages, or you
can contact your local WorkZone responsible to increase the maximum size of messages.

Note for the administrator

You can configure the maximummessage size for each dispatcher in WorkZone Con-
figurator. Adjust the MaxCombinedMessageLength (only e-Boks) parameter in the
SmartPost process parameters and the MaxDocumentSize parameter for each of the dis-
patchers, e-Boks, Strålfors, and OneTooX.

See Configure SmartPost and Configure dispatchers in the WorkZone Process Admin-
istrator Guide.
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The SmartPost process starts but the message is not sent because the message is too large

e-Boks, KMD Print Center, and Strålfors have a maximum size that they can send. If a mes-
sage exceeds the limit, the message will not be sent and you will receive a notification email.

Note for the administrator

The event log will show error codes returned from e-Boks, KMD Print Center, and Strålfors.
See Dispatcher error handling.

You experience this behavior if the SmartPost dispatchers are not set up correctly. If the val-
ues of the MaxCombinedMessageLength (only e-Boks) parameter in the SmartPost process
parameters and the MaxDocumentSize parameter for each dispatcher are higher than the
limit set by e-Boks, KMD Print Center, and Strålfors, change the configuration to be less than
the dispatchers' limit.

See Configure SmartPost and Configure dispatchers in the WorkZone Process Administrator
Guide.
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